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CARRANZA TO BE

PROTECTOR OF
FOREIGNERS

married. Cromwell left for Mexico
last summer and was last heard from
on the border in December,
Rebels Rejorted Beaten
Douglas, Ariz., March 11. G. Ram-oneMexican federal consul ' here,
said today he had received unofnoial

t,
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MARCH 11, 1914.

CAMP

information that the insurgent forces
'besieging, Mazatlan had met a serious
reverse. There was no cfStafirmaUou.
PRESI- HOUNDS ON SCENi OF MURDERFEDERATION
SUS WESTERN
AMERIConstitutionalist officials here and at NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
REBEL CHIEF PROMISES
at
affair
the
SPEAKS
DENT
REGARDING
that
THE
LEADER
OF
ERS LED TO DESTRUCTION
Nogales
PENDS
NOT
reported
CANS AND OTHERS WILL
Mazatlan was only a slight skirmhih
MICHIGAN
TROUBLE
HALL
OF TENT COLONY
BE HARMED
with few casualties and had no bearing on the status of the siege. Consul
WERE IN SIGHT
MEN
RELEASED Gayou, constitutionalist representa- FOUR IIENCRMENALSO OUSTED IF THE EIENWISH IT DONE
IS
PRISONER
tive at Nogales, said he would give
full information concerning the enELECTION LIKELY SOLDIERS TORE DOWN CANVAS
GIVEN IS REFERENDUM
AT
REASON
HELD
TECHNICAL
CITIZEN
AMERICAN
gagement as soon as it was received
HELD
WILL
TO DETERMIN
BE
BEHIND
MEN
ARE
RESTOR-THAT
DWELLINGS, THINKING THEM
TAMPICO WILL BE
at rebel headquarters.
INE
SENTIMENT
DUES
THEIR
HARBOR FOR THIEVES
ED TO LIBERTY
TAM-MAN-

ICE CREAM

SNYMAN'S

RANCH

SAFE

IS

BOER VETERAN WAS THREATEN
ED FOR A TIME WITH LOSS
OF PROPERTY

March 11. Consul
Washington,
the
Simpich at Nogales reported to
had
he
that
today
state department
assurances from Carranza that lives
and property of Americans and other
ana
foreigners would he protected
that all molestation of foreigners
would be avoided' through the Nogales
district.
Carranza issued the orders on Consul Simpich's protest under instructions from Secretary Bryan, proteston
ing against rebel, depredations
the
George Beveridge's ranch and
Ganahl hacienda In the Nogales district. Carranza has further promised
that there will be no more assaults
like that on the son of Silas King at
Naco.

The authorities at Tampico have
an
promised the immediate release of
American of the name of Byrd, held
near that city.)!
Consul Letcher at Chihuahua reported that the threatened seizure of the
ranch of W. D. Snyman, a British
setsubject, has been satisfactorily
state
chief
to
the
an
tled by
appeal
authorities of Chihuahua, No new redeports have been received at the
or
Bauch
the
on
Benton,
partment
cases.
Vergara
reSecretary Bryan, who last night
the
punishfor
demand
his
newed
ment of Vergara's slayers, said today
he would continue to transmit to
Charge O'Shaughnessy all the evidence
gathered in that case.
George Rutledge, Mexican-- (Northwestern railroad superintendent, for
whose whereabouts inquiry has teen
made at the state department, was
safe and well at Juare? yesterday, acEdcording to a report from Consul
wards.
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Where Does America Stand?
DisAgua Prieta, Son., March 11.

cussion was revived today regarding
the relatidn of the United States government with, the Mexican constitutionals, with reference to the interests of foreigners in Mexlca. Frederick Simpich, American consul at No-- .
gales, arrived here this morning and
had a short conference with General
Carranza, who was prepariug to leave
on his march into Chihuahua.
The constitutionalist leader delayed
his departure in order to answer wnat
was believed to have been another
communication from Secretary of
State Bryan. ,
Cromwell Still Missing-- ,
Ariz.; March 11. F. T.
Douglas,
Cromwell, the mining man who disap-

'

peared last December after saying he
was going to Sonora, Mexico, came to
Arizona from . Portland, Ore. Mrs.
Cromwell; now of Vancouver, B. C,
wrote to B. A, Packard, a banker here,
that she had asked the state department at Washington to aid In finding
her husband.
Mrs. Cromwell said her husband
told her in a letter last December
that he would leave Tucson the day
following Christmas for Sonora, going
by way of Douglas. He. was not seen
here. Mrs. Cromwell believes he was
either killed in Mexico or is being
held a prisoner by the rebels.
Service In Islands
Portland, Ore., March 11. F. T.
Cromwell was formerly a civil service
employe in the Philippine Islands. He
was born and reared in Portland and
on returning here from; the Orient he
became engaged in the mining business. Later hi3 mining and land in
terests took him to Cpnada, where he
Saw

a

FOOD

Washington, March 11. The interstate commerce commission announced today in connection with the proposed five per cent advance In freight
rates by eastern railroads a hearing
iu this city March 28 "regarding the
storage of freight at terminals and
loading and unloading carloads of
freight."
Hearings heretofore announced for
March 12, 13, and 14 on lake and, rail
rates have been postponed until April
2, 3 and 4. They will be held here
Applications of railroads to continue
after July 1 their holdings of water
lines, under the discretionary author
by
ity conferred on the commission
the Panama canal act, will begin here
April 8 and continue during the
month. The commission today directed express companies to classify ice
cream as an article of food. The ef
fect will be to reduce the rates nearly
0 per cent. The companies have in
dicated their willingness to obey the
order.
.

FELIX DIAZ STILL
LOOKING FOR HELP
EXILED MEXICAN LEADER HOPES
TO START ANOTHER

Washington, March 11. General
Felix Diaz, who helped Huerta overthrow Madero and later fled from
Mexico under protection of the United
States, returned here today with a
party of Mexicans and Americans
friendly to his cause. They prepared
to issue a statement later in the day
of their purposes. From what was told the senate for
eign relations committee last week, by
Pedro De Vllarl who accompanied
Diaz today, the purpose, of the Diaz
adherents is to restore peace in Mexico by a plan that would not recognize
Huerta, Carranza or Villa. Senators
said sanction had been asked for a
movement.
Members of the party today accom
panying iDdazI denied that they wished
the help of the United States in an
armed revolution. They said .they did
not know whether they would appear
before the committee again or con
centrate their efforts on getting a
hearing at the state department. Gen
eral Diaz, it was said, met Senator
Root last week in Washington, and
also Senator Fall, explaining Wi pur
poses to them. Senator Shively, acting chairman of the foreign relations
committee, said, today that while the
Mexicans had given the committee
some interesting information no sanc
tion nor approval had been given to
any revolutionary movement
In the Diaz party was A. A. Brown- lee, a lawyer and mining engineer of
Newt York, who, it developed, had recently asked for a conference between
Diaz and Secretary Bryan and President Wilson. The request was denied.
Members of the party declared Diaz
had been invited to confer with "a
high official."
Practically all of the party were
registered a.t a downtown hotel under
assumed names and avoiding publicity
as much as possible.
The Information that Diaz and a
group of followers were in the city
was conveyed unofficialry to the com
mittee, but Acting Chairman Shively
said that no application for a hearing
had come to him.
Senator Sheppard of Texas had
read to the senate today several tele
grams from along the Mexican border,
endorsing the senator's recent declara
tion that the majority of the people
of Texas were in sympathy with the
administration's policy.
counter-revolutionar- y
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THEY SAY THEY WILL MAKE NATIONAL CAMPAIGN ISSUE OF
THE "OUTRAGE"

Chicago, March 11. "We will sane
New York, March 11. The ousting
Denver, March 11. Governor E. M.
of Charles F. Murphy, leader of Tam- tion the calling off of the copper Amnions said today he had received
many Hall, and several of his follow- miners' strike if the men themselves a verbal report of the demolition of
ers from membership in. the National want to do it," declared Charles 'H, tents in the strikers' colony at Forbes
Democratic club, created a stir in po- Moyer, president of the Western Fed by militiamen. He said he had inlitical circles here. The ostensible eration of Miners, here today. Moyer structed
General Chase to

reason given during the heated debate over the matter at the club last
night was that Murphy was behind in
his dues.
Judge Edward F. O'Dwyer, who has
been leading the fight against Murphy,
introduced a resolution calling for the
elimination of the Tammany leader
and the others, hut this resolution was
not formally adopted, as the point was
raised and upheld by the presiding officer that under the rules the men
were automatically dropped, as they
bad not paid dues for two months.
Thomas W. Smith, secretary of Tammany Hall, appealed against the ruling and tendered a check for the
money due. When the check was refused he asked for a vote. Seventeen
members of the hoard of governors
were present and they decided against
the appeal,, 10 to 7. Smith said the
men named would not submit to such
humiliation.
"The names were picked out for
an obvious purpose," he added, 'and
we will have them restored to the
,:''
rolls."
he
that
O'Dwyer
replied
Judge
could give a very good reason for the
club's action.
'They were dropped," he said, "for
the best interests of the club and the
democratic party."
Besides Murphy, James E. Gaffney,
Thomas F. Foley, Thomas II. Darling
ton and George W. Plunkett were
dropped.
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ALLEGED FORGER ARRESTED

Marshalltown, Iowa, March il.
James S. Frear, alias S. Homer Kemper, aged 30, who has been known as
a business man to his neighbors at
in jail.here toState Center, lowa-tday, charged with forgery iby; the Citi
zens Savings Banks of Averea. W
was arrested by detectives who claim
he is also wanted in Syracuse, N. Y.,
for the alleged forgery of 80 different
notes,
The detectives claim that Frear ad
mitted totaeW that he operated in
Indianapolis, "Mbline, 111., and Omaha
and that he also said he was a bigam
ist, having manned a young woman
at Omaha last December, while he had
a wife at Sidney, N. Y.
W. U. PAYS DIVIDENDS

New York, March 11. The directors
of the. Western Union Telegraph com
pany today declared a quarterly dividend of one per cent, putting the
stock! on a four per cent basis. Since
1908- the annual dividend rate has been
three per cent. J. P. Morgan has resigned from the board of directors.
Edwin G. Merrill, president of the
Union Trust company of New Yorlc,
was elected to the board' to fill a va
cancy created. toy the resignation of
William H. Moore.
-

TWO AVIAT0R3 KILLED
Salisbury, England, March 11. Two
more officers of the British army fly
ing corps were killed here today. Captain C R. W. Allen, of the Welsh regiment and Lieutenant J. E. G. Burroughs of the Wiltshire
regiment,
whilo flying over the military aerodrome cn Salisbury plain, were hurl,
ed to the ground from a high aitifmkv
owing to the collapse of their

recommended a referendum vote to
desirdetermine whethewthe
ed to waive their demands for recog
nition, surrender their union cards
and return to work.

Operators Not Surprised
Calumet, Mich., March 11. That
there will be a referendum vote of
local members of the Western Feder
ation of Miners' proposal to call off
the strike which started July 23, 1913,
was announced today by William
Rickard, president of the Calumet
local of the union. He declined to
disenss the status of the,, strike or the
probable result of the balloting.
Company manages viewed Moyer's
proposal with interest, but expressed
no surprise. F. V. Denon of the Copper Range Consolidated, said-- the companies could gdd n. tsing touthe situ,
tion inasmuch a they had constantly
urged the men to give up their federation memberships and return, to

Adjutant
send in a complete report of the affair in writing.
"The history of the Forbes affair
goes back several days," said the governor. "Soon after the investigating
committee left the strike district we
were advised! the strikers at Forbes
were plotting trouble. Then came
the murder of Neil Smith, a
miner. Bloodhounds were put on me
trail, and they led the officers directly
into the lower Forbes tent colony
Sixteen men, practically the entire
population of that colony, were arrestnon-unio- n

ing the appointment of deputy sheriffs.
He said that private guards had
shifted their machine guns and searchlights from the West Virginia field,
which was recently the scene of a

the strikers and the soldiers decided
that the empty tents were being used
as a shelter toy a lawless elemtn.
I
Therefore! they were, torn down.
have no "knowledge of the dwellers
hi the upper Forbes colony having
4S
heen ordered itjo leave within
hours."
work.
The governor stated that he would
James MacNa.ughton of the Calumet
and Hecla said hs did not care to be continue his policy of removing the
troops from the strike zone, ibut that
Quoted on the subject,
recent disorders' might make it impos
sible to send the militiamen home as
had heen planned.
BRIGANDS MURDER rapidly as
Socialists are Aroused
A telegram from Adolph Germer at
out today by John
TWO MISSIONARIES Chicago, gvine
president of District 15, United Mine Workers, says:
"Is 'Mother Jones still heltl a mili
CHINESE TOWN OF LOA HOKOW
tary prisoner? If so socialist party
IS
LOOTED BY BLOODa nationwide cam
will inaugurate
THIRSTY ROBBERS
paign in an effort to secure her release. Wire at once."
Peking, March 11. Brigands- today
sacked and burned the city of Lao
Committee Is Shocked
Hokow, killed Dr. T. Froyland, a Norwegian, and wounded several other
Washington, March 11. Chairman
foreigners. Including the Rev. O. VU Foster' of the house mines committee,
Sama, another Norwegian.
,.n9 which Investigated, the Colorado coal
A force of 600 brigands obtained en mine etrike, ;today received the fol
trance to the city by means of treach- lowing telegram from officers of the
ery from within. They immediately United Mine Workers of America in
,
plied torch and swoMi 11 around. Colorado:
'Twenty-thre- e
militiamen, under or
They burned flown the Asifttio Petroleum and' 'the 'Singer
buildings and ders of Adjutant General John Chase,
looted the British 'aha American To- this morning demolished .strikers' tent
bacco company's premises.
colony at Forbes, Colo. Men, women
Afterward they proceeded to the and children are, homeless In a blindarsenal, where they secured 700 rifles, ing snowstorm. Inhanitanta of the up- several field guns and much ammuni- peri'tent colony ordered by militia- tion.
men to leave their homes within 48
hours or be deported."
Mr. Foster said the committee had
DEATH
TO
BURN
CHILDREN
Ponca, Neb., March 11. Emma Wat been shocked by conditions in the
son, aged 9, and Alfred Watson, aged strike area.
Chairman Foster satd the commit6, children of Ed Watson, a Ponca
tee
stood ready to report drastic recwere
to
death
burned
business man,
in a fire which destroyed the Johnson ommendations to congress as- soon as
home early this morning. Mrs. Wat- it could assemble its data. He said
son waa seriously burned and may die. that while the committee did not feel
Mr. Watson rescued Mrs. Watson and satisfied that It had actual proof of
it had
three other children.
peonage in the coal fields,
trong evidence of men forced to flee
the
over the mountains to encape
cities
of
tentwi
and
armed
guards,
4
over which militiamen in the pay of
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
the mine companies, stand guard.
"
"We have admissions from the mine
that they issued company
11.
Senate:
companies
March
Washington,
checks instead of Issuing postal orMet at noon.
Foreign relations committee ordered ders as requested by the miners, and
favorable report on hill renewing gen- that they charged the regular postal
rates on these checks," eaid the Chaireral arbitration with Paraguay.
man.
iti
cost,
of
on
the
living
Hearing
Mr. Foster added that politics com
Washington held before labor cotamiK
tee.
piictd the strike situation and tuat
ik f of ti t
k ( o j t,t(i h s
House: Met at noon.
voters ami
of
tbo
of
il
r
on
the
Continued dilate
ir
ihiitfff i itn n s
:H! till.
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ENGLAND
GUARDS TREASURES
London, March 11. The damaging

of the famous Velasquez painting
known as the "Itokeby Venus" in the
National gallery, by a suffragette,
will bar American and other tourists
from seeing many of England's art
treasures during the coming season.
The lord chamberlain today announced that the state apartments In Windsor castle would be closed "until further orders," A similar notice was
issued by the trustees of the National
gallery and of the celebrated Wallace
art collection.
.Kensington palace and Hampton
Court palace, which are visited yearly
by thousands pf foreigners, also closed their doors, and tho $20,(100,000
collection of oriental porcelains and
bronzes bequeathed to South Kensingi-tomuseum, in 1909 'by the late
George Salting has been locked up.
HURT

JAMES

ACQUITTED

Pueblo, Colo., March Jl. tfameb
Hurt, of Center, Colorado, wealthy cattleman, railroad , builder and twioe
member of the Colorado general ason a
sembly, was today acquitted
charge of attempted criminal assault
made by Mrs. Ilallie C. Daugherty Id
Justice Corson's court here. The complaining witness is 55 years of aaw,
while Hurt is about SO and has a wife
and children. The" charges were of
a sensational nature.

LAW

ANTI-PAS- S

IS. IN THE HAY

.

rr-r.i-

in.

to the
congressional investigation,
Colorado fields, that every man in the
strike' district goes tinned, and that
miners are facing the winter in tent
ed colonies.
AUTHORIZES
CCfJ
"II is a deplorable, shocking situa- CONGRES3
:
tion in Colorado," said Mr. Foster, "an
OF ALASKAN
STRUCTION
awful state of industrial warfare."
LINE
TRANSPORTATION

ed.

'The lower Forbes colony was found
to have fceen practically deserted by

p.

RAILROADS OF CALIFORNIA CANNOT MOVE THE UNEMPLOY- -'
ED ARMY

Sacramento, Cal., March 11. Offi
cials of Sacramento and Yolo county
went into conference again today in
an attempt to decide as to the disposition of "General" Kelley's army of
unemployed, now in camp on the Yolo
side of the Sacramento river.
Sacramento officials declared at the
outset thatt they would consent to no
compromise that would permit the
hand to return to thericapital city. The
Yolo county authorities again appealed to the Southern Pacific and Oak
land and Antioch railroad companies
to provide transportation facilities to
carry the unemployed hack to San
Francisco Bay, but the companies refused.
Solano, Contra Costa and Placer
counties served notice officially on
Yolo and Sacramento counties today
that they would not permit the Industrial Workers to come within their
borders. This decision, if enforced,
would prevent the "army" from proceeding either eastward or westward
from its present camping place.
While the Citizen's committees have
ceased 7.sucplying the campers with
food,! individual members sent enough
supplies today to feed the entire force.
"There lies the entire trouble,"
complained a city official. "If contribution to the 'army' were confined to
loaves of bread, so that Us only diet
would be bread and- water, these men
would scatter out and find work within a wock."
.
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AND SENATE COMPLETE
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THE PRESIDENT IS AUTHORIZED
TO SELECT ROUTE FOR THE
'

NEW ROAD

Washington, March 11 All that remained today to make a law of tin
bill providing for (lie government fcui25t
Alaska was President.
railroad, in
Wilson's signature. After many weeks,
of consideration, congress yesterday
placed its seal of approval on the ibllV
the perfected measure was rushect
over to the government printing officer
to be reprinted and It was placed ok.
President Wilson's desk today for his
signature. He was expected to filer?:
the hill during the day.
The flnishfng touches on the Alaskan railroad bill, so far as congress i
concerned, were completed late yes
terday. The senate adopted the conference report on the measure, whic'tt
was previously adopted by the housv
and final action in congress
when Vice President Marshall
Speaker Clark affixed their signature.
to it. The next step followed tome
diately when the bill was hurried tithe printink office for reprint.
A big force was put to work ou tf
bill to have It In final shape to le
r;
jto the" 'WbUi'lL; ::
had indicated his intention of plarjr.r
his signature on the measure as sor,u
as it reached him.
With President Wilson's signature
on the bill officials of the Interior department who have supervision of t!w
work, were prepared to go ahead vifii
the' plans for constructing the first
railroad ever built by the govern-

ment

Secretary Lane, who has ardently
championed the proposed road to develop the great natural resourers of
' t..-tiAlaska, had already conslded
mta-v-urfor
the
The
plans
project.
authorizes the construction cf :'
thousand miles of railroad to o-- r . -- 1
Alaska's coal fields with the coa
t
to be selected by the presic
to whom are ahso leit many othtr li
portant dotails. An appropriation rZ
- -135,000,000 is authorized for this
t--

pose.
AMERICAN'S GOC J J .
Washington, March i;. ,,,,
Cooper, the engineer w!o Lj;:t
Keokuk power dam across the MX
sippi, and who has been ohot-t'uj c,
consulting engineer of Oia F,.;i.t.
government for constru.
of a
dam across 'lite Nilf, i ,
selected for the post by Sir P.'
William Wilcocks, su'wrviKlng
of the famous Assouan
he was recently ia the l" "' f
States and saw Cooper's work at Kin-kuGovernment impeotois
watched closely the work ou t"f
Keokuk dam pronounced it the f n
structure of its kind in the world.
Mr. Cooper also d
ai i i
the- power dam across the
i
hannah river river at a I Cal' m'?f ,
ry, regarded a3 one of tnn,i,l- gmoering fears of the irnturj
un
specialty has !. a ine d i
U an j i - i
long dams of small 1
Is the problem pre - v i to ti
'
news seeking- coa'i 1 of 'h
of this Nile, It Is a Minj r
i1
this reputation that If i ti . ,
i
tion by the Erypn. i n

I.
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RICCARDI IS CAUGHT
Los Angeles, March 11. Constantino V. Riccardi, whose, arrest on his
arrival at Monte Carlo was reported

yesterday, fled from Los Angeles last
month, Just prior to the filing of
complaints that he had embfKZlod
from clients. The: specific
$5,000
belongcharge is that he sold stoi-Uing to John Shaw, an engineer, and
kept-thproceeds, amounting to $"v
000, bit the police assert that this
transaction involved a sum trreatlv in
excess of that fi' io it. J t m ( r J
t
n
U
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two hearts of opposing parties be suitably reeosnized In some official capacity. The time is ripe for mediation.
Both parties must realize that there
are limits to their successes; that by

keeping up the struggle both are liketo lose; that intervention will mean
their ruin, and that no lasting peace
can be secured that does not protect
the life and property of the citizens of
all nations. It will do good to neither
WOULD side to keep up a prolonged Irritation
YORK BANKER
NEW
BRING HUERTA AND CARRAN-2against the United States, for if tnter- TOGETHER
vention is pressed upon us, it will go
hard with those who drive us into
Now York, March 11. Transactions such a costly and unnecessary strugoa the Stock Exchange iti both' bonds gle.
and stocks are larger than a year ago, .Indirectly this Mexican difficulty is
hut still considerably below the
playing a very important part in our
of previous years. Neither foreign relations. Britain's exhibition
confidence nor business have yet fully of friendliness and patience has vis
recovered from the snooks and reac- - ifbly strengthened the entente cordialc
tion of the last few years. Last week between the two nations and this not- the market was discouraged by deve- withstanding the strain recently imlopments in Mexico, by the poor re- posed by our inclination to disregard
ports of a number of eastern trunk the Panama treaty. President Wilson's
lines and by the recent severity of open determination to stand by that
the weather, which, Imposed a sharp treaty as a matter of national honor,
restraint upon traffic and industrial will tend! to make the repproachment
operations ia general. Steel orders dictated on both sidea by intelligent
were less in February than in Januand common honesty.
ary, although mills were more busily Since there are several
important
employed on account of the Increase questions between the United States
in January orders. Generally speak- wid Great Britain requiring solution,
ing, the husiness situation is sound such a state of mutual understanding
and the outlook is for improvement Is exceedingly fortunate, and bodes
when Spring approaches. The declin- well for, a final adjustment of differ
ing tendency of money has been check- ences, satisfactory to both sidea. As a
ed, and there is th.9 possibility of tem- nation, .we are exceedingly sensitive
porarily firmer ratca as the first of about the Monroe doctrine, the Indef
f4ril approaches. Bank reserves have inite claims of which ar6 always a
fallen from ?40000,000 in the first source of possible international diffi
week of February to below $27,000,000 culty. It may not be generally known
a week ago, loans meanwhile having that this doctrine really originated
eteadily increased from $1,849,000,000 with Cannin, the prime minister of
December 13 to $2,059,754,000 a week England, in the early days of this reago. The reserves, however, will soon public, who as an offset to the threatbe aided by the return of Canadian ening powers of the Holy Alliance sug
funds to this market, which will serve gested this policy to the American
to compensate for the further outflow minister in London. He in turn
of eold to Paris. The western credit promptly forwarded the suggestion to
situation still attracts some attention Washington, where its value was
in view of the real estate situation quickly recognized by President Mon
cut there, and the fact that the fann- roe and his cabinet. The latter's meers are in debt more heavily than morable pronouncement followed
our intentions in regard to
usual, although not to any embarrass
ing extent. The crop situation is now countries south of us. Great Britain
a matter of increased interest, and the has consequently been friendly to any
heavy precipitation of snow and rain reasonable Interpretation of the Mon
during the winter months should leave roe doctrine, more so than Germany
the soil in generally good condition. or any other European power, and her
The railroad situation is still some- endorsement undoubtedly strengthens
what embarrassing owing to declining our ability to enforce it. Nevertheless
earnings, which emphasize the neces the Monroe doctrine is a. claim of
much vagueness and many dangerous
sity of the interstate commerce
granting some concessions. It possibilties; a claim that should he
can hardly he expected that the full 5 exercised with much discretion until
per cent will be conceded, but there is more keenly defined. It is exceedingto 3 per ly unpopular with all nations in South
good reason to hope for a 2
cent advance, particularly on the east- America, who naturally do not relish
ern lines which are feeling the de our playing the Big Policeman without
pression much more keenly than those their consent. Nor do some of the
in the west No lasting improvement great powers like our standing in the
can be expected in the railroad situa way of their colonial ambitions. As
tion until this rate problem ia settled they become more thickly populated
The outbreak in Brazil had more ef- the national land hunger will Increase,
fect in London than here, though this and the overflow of population may
market is sure to feel the disturbance Beek new fields in South America.
Such a development is of much econ
Indirectly,
Evidence of business torpor is found omic importance to the United States;
in the monthly statements of new in hence the necessity of an interpreta
tion of the Monroe doctrine which will
corporations in the eastern states
those incorporated for $1,000,000 or encourage and not discourage the comover having amounted in February to mercial growth of that vast rich
0
only $51,000,000, compared with
a year ago. Since January 1,
HENRY CLEWS.
the total was only $171,000,000 In comparison with $524,000,000 a year ago.
Allowing that the figures of a year We CAN NOW SUPPLY
ago were unusually heavy, this Is a
THIS HAIR PREPARATION
striking illustration of the shrinkage
Our big Harmony Laboratories in
In business Initiative. The record of Boston have
caught up with their or
new security issues confirms this gen- ders now and so we won't have to diseral trend. The total Issues reported appoint any who are using Harmony
since January 1 of railroad and Indus, Hair Boautifier and want more of it,
trial corporations was $306,000,000, or any who have been advised oy
against $493,000,000 a year ago. For your friends to use it We can now
the month of February the total was fill all domands, even if it becomes
as compared "with
$176,000,000
even, more of a rage than it is now.
In February of last year, when
Harmony Hair Beautifier is just
the returns were also exceptionally what it is named a hair beautifier.
large. Nevertheless, there has been a It is not a hair dye or hair oil hut a
notable Improvement in the bond mar dainty,
liquid dressing
ket during the last few weeks when to give the hair its natural gloss and
the issues were itf a, desirable charac- brightness, wavy softness, rich beau
that a larger pro- ty. Easy to apply simply sprinkle a
ter; and it la not
portion of new financing has been ac- little on your hair each time before
complished with long term 'bonds than brushing It. Contains no oil, and will
with short term notes, which have not. cnange coior or tne nair, nor
been regarded as nothing more than a darken gray hair.
To keep your hair and scalp dandfloating debt. This is an encouraging
ruff-free
change of symptoms.
and clean, use Harmony
The Mexican situation still hangs Shampoo. Thia pure liquid shampoo
over the market as a. menace anil a gives an instantaneous rich lather that
puzzle that only time will solve. The immediately penetrates to every part
to which of hair and scalp,
policy of
insuring a quick
Mr. Wilson so firmly adheres has much and thorough cleansing. Washed off
in its favor. No one wishes to see just as quickly, the entire operation
American blood and nioney wantonly takes only a few moments. Contains
tihed for the purpose of settling quar- nothing that can harm the
hair;
rels in which we have no concern un- leaves no harshnes or stickiness-j- ust
less our interests are seriously jeoa
cleanliness.
Both preparations come in
pardized, a stage which has not yet
been reached. Much has been gained ed, very ornamental bottles, with
fry the calm and frnd!y attitude of sprinkler tops.
Harmony Hair Beau-tifioGreat Britain; which plainly approves
$1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
uur present policy though intent on Both guaranteed to satisfy you in ev
securing reparation for the killing of ery yay, or your money back. Sold
Benton later on; possibly when order only at the more 'than 7,000 Rexall
is restored and claims can be legiti- Stores', and in thia town only by us.
mately presented and more effectively E. G. Murphey, corner Sixth and Doug
enforced. To me the best course is las streets, East Las Vegas, N. M.
plain. I would suggest that an earnest Adv.
rfSVrt he made to bring Ifuerta and
Ciii
tosje'her; that a provisional
Subicribfl for Tr.e Optm
t bt nppolntf'L and that these
lti.:

lie
pora

$191,-000,00-

$343,-000,0-

'
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Section 5. "The county superin
tendent by virtue of his office shall be
a member of said hoard. All members of the board of education or
school directors, except the county
superintendent, shall be elected and
the board shall organize in the same
manner as now provided by law, ex
cept that women qualified as provid
ed in section 1 of this1 act shall have
the right to vote and hold the office
of member of the board of education'
or school director in the city or dis
trict where the county high school is
established."
The opinion continues:
"Sections 9, 10 and 11 of the law of
1912 deal with some of the duties of
the board of education or school directors of districts where county high
schools are located, including the following: Secure necessary site and
buildings; authorized to bond district;
add certain branches to the course of
study; employ and discharge teachers: regulate their salaries; and shall
have the power and authority to make
all necessary rules and regulations
and do all things for the proper man
agement and contro'. of said county
high school.
"We cannot find is this law any restriction as to the power of the county superintendent as a member of the
board of education. It is the opinion
of this office that the county superin
tender) t has the same powers' and du
ties as other members of the board of
education or board of directors of the
district in which the county high
school is located, go far as the actions
of said board concern the county high
school. It is further the opinion of
thia department that the county su
perintendent has no voice nor vote in
regard to grades below the high school.
Any duties which a county superin
tendent may have with reference to
the local school exist by virtue of his
office as county superintendent and
not by virtue of his membership on
the board of education or a board of
directors. However, when any ques
tion concerning the county high school
or affecting it in an? way isi consider
ed by the board of education or board
of school directors, it Is the opinion of
this department that the county si
perintenaent has the same right to

Eells lire a

M Indication
No Time Should be Lost in
Purifying Your Blood.

d

sweet-smellin-

g

odd-sha- p

!
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OF COUNTY SCHOOL SYS
TEM IS NOT AFFECTED BY
COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL,

Santa Fe, March 11. The law
makes no restriction on the powers
and duties of the county school superintendent as member of the board of
education or board of school directors
in districts In which countv hisrh
schools are located, according to an
opinion by Chief Clerk Asplund of
the department of education transmit
ted in response to an inquiry by Su
perintendent W. D. Cornell at Gallup.
The opinion quotes from chapter 57
laws of 1912 as follows:
Section 4. "The management and
government of each of said high
schools! ehalj .be under the control of
the board of education or school directors of the city or district whore
said school is established and

At the first appearance of plmpleg and
boils the blood should be given a good
searching internal bath with S. S. S. the
t
blood purilier known to man.
This remarkable remedy has the peculiar
action of soaking through the Intestines
in a few minutes
directly into the blood,
its influence is at work In every artery,
vein and tiny capillary.
Every membrane,
every organ or the body, every emunctorjr
becomes in effect a niter to strain the
blood of impurities.
The stimulating properties of 8. 8. S. compel the skin, liver,
bowels, kidneys, bladder, to all work to
the one end of casting out every irriatom
tating, ("very
of
poison; it Uislodges
by
all
irrigation
In the Joints, causes acid
accumulations
accretions to dissolve, renders them neutral and scatters those peculiar formations in the skin that cause boils and
other skin eruptions.
And best of ail, this rutnarkable
Is welcome to the weakest stomach. remedy
In a
very brief time 8. 8. S. has the- reconstructive process so under control that all
eruptive places heal.
Yon can get S. R. S. at any drnr store.
Hcwnr-of any effort to sell you something
claimed to be "just as good." If yours is
a peculiar case and yon desire expert advice, write to the Swift Specific Co., 212
Swift Eldg., Atlanta, (in.
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Am erica's Greatest $15 CloHi
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IS IS LSa

'ie ferries in these
remarkable $15.00
clothes for men are warranted all
wool. They are the newest style
conceptions in weave and color, and
are typical of highest grade textiles.

Kr!
Fa
1 aUriCo

Manufacture IZ

Fashions

New

Avenue,

York, America's fashion center.
Frankel Fifteen styles are metropolitan and representative of the
most modern cut in clothing for
men. If it's new you'll find it in a
Frankel Fifteen.

ELEN

is

made in a real sun-l- it model
factory. The wearer of these $ 5.00
clothes is assured of clean workmanship amidst ideal conditions.
Hand tailored throughout, these
clothes have our endorsement as
to satisfactory service, additional to
the makers'.
1

7.Jb?

LOO

buy a Frankel Fifteen.

FOR THIS LABEL ON
RIGHT HAND SLEEVE

1

v

r--

Guarantee
sold in our store, and the Frankel
Fifteen guarantee appearing on the
sleeve of each coat is simply the
backing up of the maker of his own
product You are safe when you

GUARANTEED
fit

I

VE GOOD SERVICE
N EWOIvTfR E SL

ONE OF THE

SVSTE

MANY POPULAR
FRANKEL FIFTEEN

MODELS

Fifth Ave., N.

.

SPRING STOCKS ARE NOW READY-COWHERE YOUR.
$15.00 BUYS GREATEST VALUE. S.
ME

MOSOJWALID i SON

LAS VEGAS LEADING STORE

,

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA
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express his viewS ?ad to' vote as any
other member of the board."
Teachers' Reading Circle
The New Mexico Teachers' Reading
Circle has producer fine results, according to a letter sent out by Chief
Clerk Rupert F. Asplund to the courtr
ty superintendents and managers. Mr.
Asplund eays:
"Since the reading circle was started the teachers have had the oppor
tunity and have taken advantage of
it, of reading special books' on school
management, pedagogy, psychology,
history of New Mexico, physiology
and hygiene, geography, reading and
agriculture. The result is that teach
ers have made better grades tor their
certificates by having been able to do
definite reading along these lines, tho
questions in these eubjecta having
been based to a large extent on the
reading circle books."
- '
Further on he adds:
"Every
superintendent
county
should eee to it that a reasonable
number of copies of each, reading circle book is kept on hand especially
at the opening of the Institute. Copies
of Roark's Method or Education and
Read's Introductory Psychology should
be ordered direct from publishers. I
will send a supply of Prince's History
of New Mexico. Do not order more
than 10 or 15 copies of each book, as
it la too great a loss to the publishers
to have to take back too many left
'
over copies.
"Mrs. Nora Brumback, writes out
lines for the study of each book In
each month '3 number of the New
Mexico Journal of Education and her
work is very effective in interesting
the readers of the Journal. We appreciate hen help very much.'
Money for Stream Work
Glenn A. Gray of the United States
geological survey thig morning received' from
Angeles a check for $4,"-000 made to hiai office here. The
money comes from the United States
Indian service and is to be used for
hydrometer Investigations on the Gila
river near Phoenix, Ariona.
'We shall put two men on stream
measuring work at once," said Mr.
Gray, "or as soon as the men are sent

Is

out from WaBhimrton."
Groves Appointed
Chairman M. S. Groves of the state
corporation commission has been appointed a member of the committee
on express service and express rates
of the National Association of Railway Commissioners
which has &B
main office in New York city.
Evans Here on Good Rgfads Errand

The demands for good roads never
ceases, as far as State Engineer
French's office is concerned. The
people who live on the line from
Clovis to Roswell seek improvement
of a road and State Senator J. T.
Evans of Roswell was one of the callers on Mr. French today to see about
it. The people of Lincoln and Otero
counties1 are also after some road im
provement especially from Oscuro to
Tularosa.
Notaries Public Appointed
Governor McDonald has appointed
the following notaries public; Jose L.
Martine, Rio Arriba county; William
J. Hanna, San Marclal, Socorro county.
Will Build Addition

Advertisements are being published
for proposals for the construction of
an addition to the brick dormitory at
the Santa Fe United States Indian
school.

Take HERBINE for indigestion, ft
relieves the pain In a few minutes and
forces the fermented matter which
causes the misery mto the bowels
where It is expelled. Price 50c. . Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

Chronic Stomach Troubla Cured
There is nothing more discouraging
than a chronic disorder of the Btom-ach- .
Is it not surprising that many
suffer for years with such an ailment
when a permanent cure Is within their
reach and may be had for a trifle?
"About one year ago," says P. H.
Beck, of Wakelee, Mich., "I bought a
package of Chamberlain's Tablets, and
since using them I have felt perfectly
well. I had previously used any number of different medicines, but none
or them were of any lasting ibenefit"
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

chial tubes. A cold develops quickly
if not cnecKed and bronchitis, lagrippn
and pneumonia are dangerous possibilities. Harsh racking coughs weaken the
system, but Foley's Honey and Tar is
safe, pure and certain in results. Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer s.nd
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
9.
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, county and State aforeTO PRODUCE COKE ON BIG SCALE said, and that said firm will pay the
New Yorki, March 11. A busy and sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
case of Catarrh
for each and
prosperous year for the steel Industry that cannot beevery
cured by the use of
was: forecasted In the reports present- HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
ed today a t the annaul meeting of
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
d
the
Steel and Iron comthis 6tU day of Decemin
pany in this city. In the near future ber,myA. presence,
D. 1886.
the company plans to spend $1,000,000
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
in building a great battery of coke
Notary Public
ovens in connection with its mills at Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood
Birmingham,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
Avoid Stuffy, Wheezy Breathing
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, OV
Sold by all druggists, 75o.
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com
Take Hall's Family Pills for
pound for an inflamed and congested
condition of the air passages and bron
Sloss-Shefflel-
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ELECTRICITY OPERATES
THE BIG PANAMA CANAL

!)J

n

Lake through a forebay which is con
structed as an integral part of the
curved portion of the north spillway
approach wall. From the forebay the
water is carried to the turbines
through steel plate penstocks 350
feet long and 10 feet 6 inches in diameter. The headgates are raised and
lowered by individual electric motors.
These motors and the gate machinery
are housed in a small concrete gate
house erected in the forebay. The
units are ofthe vertical type, the rotating parts of the generator and the turbine being mounted
on the same shaft. Superimposed
upon each turbine casing is a generator rated at 2000 kilowatts, which
25 cycle curwill deliver three-phas- e
rent at 2200 volts.
Transmission of Current ,
The energy generated at 2200 volts
world-wid- e.
,
will be carried
25 cycles,
dam
or
east
Gatun
by
the
wing
along
heavy cables in duplicate underground
lines, and through tunnels under the
locks, into a transformer substation
situated on the east side of the locks.
At the Gatun substation, which is to
be situated at the north end of the
ihill upon which the' present Atlantic
division office building stands, the
electric energy will be transformed
from 2200 volts to 44,000 volts by for the locks at
Gatun, Miraflores and
power.
means of step-utransformers.
Pedro Miguel. The switchboards for
2200-24volt transmission
Thirty-si- x
The transmission line will run from
transformer, substatioi.s and main sta-- I
stations for power, traction and light Cristobal to Balboa,
completely across turns possess many novel features, but
MlrafloPedro
and
at Gatun,
Miguel
the Isthmus, permitting distribution the lock boards for "central control1
res locks.
of energy both ways from Gatun. The are of a most
Three
unique design. They
volt transformer
line is to parallel the right of way are miniature
stations for the control boards at the
representations of the
of the Panama railroad for its entire
locks, chains and gates, and provide
locks.
At Cristobal and Balboa will a
Stations at Cristobal and Balboa for length.
ready means of control for operat
be terminal substations similar to the
ing the machinery of the main appara
coal handling plants, machine shops
Gatun substation. The terminal
tus itself; besides indicating every
and dry docks.
will receive the energy at
movement
and speed of motion of ris
Waters
Generate
Electricity
Surplus
44,000 volts, less the voltage arop m
ing stem valves, fender chains an
It is expected that the surplus wa- the
transformers mitor
and
gates, and the open or closed
ter of Gatun lake will ultimately sup- will line,
convert the pressure to 2200 volts
of syllndrical valves and
enpositions
ply the electrical energy for the
which will be the distributing volt- miter
tire canal zone. During the building
forcing machines. And in ad'
for all circuits. At Miraflores, dition to this the control switches are
of the canal a steam plant, located age
a substation will be installed for sup- so Interlocked
electric-o-al
that an improper se
Miraf
the
at
lores, furnished
for the motors aim
quence of operations Is impossible.
current necessary mt the construc-5o- plying energy
of Pedro Miguel and Mlraflores
mis part or tne work involved upwork at the Pacific end. This lamps
locks. If electricity is required along wards of
a half million dollars for
steam plant will be maintained as a rethe line, the transmission lines will switchboard material alone.
low water,
serve in case of
transThe flow of water In the culverts is
or damage to the transmission line. be tapped by outdoor type of
former substation equipment. This controlled
At present it seems certain that there
ty rising stem valves,
will probably be done at Caimito, These are located in
tho culverts at
will be available sufficient water to
to
electricity to the high pow- points opposite each end of each lock
generate fully 6000 kilowatts. During er supply
wireless station;, at Monte Lirio, so that the culvert
he rainy seasons, which prevail In
,can foe shut off at
to supply power to the lift bridge,
desired
for filling a lock
will
water
and
any
be
point
the tropica,
plentiful
and at any permanent town or military with water from
will be allowed to run to waste over
above, or upstream
reservation which demands electric or for
emptying it by allowing It to
the spillway of the dam. Inuring the
and power.
lights
flow
out
and down to the next lock.
'be
water
will
season
the
storage
dry
At Mraflorea, the present steam Since there are intermediate mlter- tlra,wn upon. The maximum quantity
will be tied into the Ing lock gatesc for use in
c
locking
of water diverted to
electrical
system through through short vessels, when the use
permanent
development Is about 7 per cent of 220 volt
extending to the of a whole lock of l,0uO feet would he
the minimum water supply and is the
This steam sta- wasteful of water,
slbstatlon.
Miraflores
rising stem valves
excess which is not required for lockreserve In the are also located in the side wall cul
a
serve
as
will
tion
age, evaporation and leakage. m
c
station at verts at
event the
points near these intermeThe electricity generated at the Gadown. In em- diate
shut
should
be
Gatun
valves
gates. The rising-stetun dam power house will be distribfrom Miraflores will are Installed in pairs. This arrange
ergency,
energy
of
three
tine
the
uted for
big
operation
to Gatun and to ment reduces the
machine be transmitted back
necessary size of
looks, to the ipermanent
substations at Cristobal each, valve and makes it more
the
terminal
coal
to
the
easily
sliops, to the dry dock,
and Balboa, Insuring a continuity of operated, although each valve is still
handling plant and other auxiliaries. service on the
system at all times.
8 feet wide by 18 feet high,
it d
It will also 1e usedl to light the locks
Astonish
Boards
Control
moMarvelous
lowered
40
h.
a
raised
and
zone.
pj.
canal
by
the
and the villages of
tor requiring one minute for complete
Engineering World
In all probability the current will also
The centralized control system for omening or closing. In addition to
be extensively used for electric cookPanama locks marks a wonderful these parts of valves In parallel, each
the
and
scarce
is
fuel
as
the
in
homes,
ing
of
costly upon the Isthmus. There is o advance in electrical engineering. pair is duplicated at each change
to
lock
one
the
next
level
are
from
locks
electrifiThe
by
electricity
the
operated
consideration
under
The culvert In the middle wall mist
and the controlling switchboards recation of the Panama railroad.
on
serve
the
miniature
the locks on both sides, and to
In
board,
Station
"Details of the Water Power
produce
station is locat- by synchronous indicators, every de- control this feature cylindrical vaWes
The hydro-electri-o
ed adjacent to the north of Gatun tail of operation, so the man In are placed in the lateral culverts tlat
The building has but one charge sees the complete movement of branch out on each side. There are
plllway.
main operating floor, with a turbine all gates, valves, fender chains, etc., ten of these on each side of the cul
pit and two galleries for electrical reproduced before Ms eyes, elimdnat vert at each lock.
QQ Qj
equipment. Each unit of the mechan- ing any errors which might otherwise AD 2 COIi ITAL
The lock gates are opened and
ical equipment consists of an Individ- occur.
Control apparatus was required for closed by a separate motor for each
ual headgate, penstock, governor, genand contro1 36 transformer stations, four substa leaf, and the two leaves, when closed
erator, exciter,
.jtaneL Water la taken from Gatun tions and one generator station, and in mitered position, are locked to
g
gether at thei top by the
machine which is also controlled from
the contral control house.
Heavy fender chains are stretched
across the locks in front of all mitered gates which can be exposed to up
per level and also in front of the
guard gates at the lower end. These
are maintained in a taut position at
all times when the gates behind them
are closed, and are lowered when the
gates are opened' for the passage of
a ship. These chains are raised and
lowered by a hydraunc cylinder, in a
method similar to that followed in
hydraulic elevators, with the addition
III
. V71I I
,.
if' M I I al feature that if a ship approaches
li.
the gates at a dangerous speed and
rams into the chain, the chain Is paid
out from each end with a maximum
resistance for gradually stopping a
it reaches the gates. Low
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders ship before
"chain for the legitimate
the
ering
which
fere caused from weak inactive kidneys,
fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to passage of a vessel and raising It
after the vessel has passed are
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove again
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best also under the control of the operamedicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are tor at the control house. Each motor
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative is stopped automatvally by a limit
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im- switch when it has performed its
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills function. This is also true of all
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action, motors having remote control; namely, if the operator does not stop a moquick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
O. G. SCHAEFER.
tor when a, machine haa reached the
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
Never before shas electricity been
called upon to do bo much, in such
aa entirely new and novel way, as
at Panama. The hyrdo-electrigeneration of electrical energy and Its
distribution, the handling of the
hlpa (by electric locomotives, the no
vel system of centralized switchboard
control for the great locks, Is but another triumph for electricity, a new
departure in electrical engineering
and an advance In mechanics equalled
only toy the Panama canal itself.
The power system for the operation
of the locks, towing locomotives,
lights for the locks and buildings, and
motors not directly connected with
the lock control, is composed of:
c
2200 volt
A 7500 krv-power at the Gatun dam.
A 4500 kv-a- . 2200 volt Curtis turbo
generator electric power plant at Mlraflores for emergency, lately used to
supply power for construction work.
A double 44,000 volt transmission
line across the Isthmus, connecting
Cristobal on the Atlantic and Balboa
on the Pacific with the two power
plants named.
volt substations,
Pour 44,000-220stepping the line voltage down at Cristobal and Balboa, and up or down at
Jatun and Mlraflores, depending on
which of the two plants Is supplying
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Spread to

Body, Limbs, Tick
Ears, If Scratched Ww!d
and Smart. Cuticura Ser.p
Ointment Completely Cured
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post-car-

end of its travel, it is automatically
'
stopped by a limit switch.
The spillway gates also have re(mote control, but these gates are en- tirely separate from the locks, and
their control is from a separate and
much smaller control board. There
are also many motors driving drainage pumps, operated by float switches
and starting panels.
At Gatun the control house is located at the lower end of the upper
lock. At Mirafores the location is
the same that is, at the lower end
of the upper pair of locks; but there
are only one pair of duplicate locks
downstream from the control house,
the same as upstream. At' Pedro Mi-- ,
I
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turbo-generato- rs

hydro-electri-

But Other People Want Light
and the More Light They Can Get
the Better They Like it.

tie-lin- es

hydro-electri-
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Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

Hill

I

'

'
Such machines are the cylindrical date the largest vessels. The fact
r,
valves, auxiliary culvert valves, and that the control board is a working
4
miter forcing machines at an Inter- miniature of the lock which it opermediate point in their travel, and ates shows the operator the actual
B. F. D. No. 2, 8unfldd, Mfch.
only the completed operation is Indi- condition of the gates, height of wa- troubled with eczema. It began with a sor
on the top of the scalp, broke out as a ptapist
cated by the red and green lights.
ter, etc., and, consequently, having
and grew larger until it was a
For machines of more extended the whole condition in miniature unlarge red spot wfth a crmA'
or scab over It. This became I
operation, which may be stopped at der his eye he knows what to do next
larger finally covering tea ;
Intermediate points of travel, syn- and when to do it; the operator reentire ecalp and spread to ;
chronous Indicators are. used which ceiving his information as to the
different parts of the body; j
show at all times the position of the movement of the vessel from a towing
tho limbs and back and in the (
ears. These sores grow targsr1
machine, whether in the extremes of master. The engineers on the loco'
gradually until soma were aa
travel or at an intermediate point. A motives which take the vessels
large as a quarter of a dollar, f
complete synchronous, indicator con- through the locks, as well as the They wuuni itch and if scratched they would
sists of a transmitter geared to the towing master, can see the position bleed and wnart. The clothing would irri- machine in the lock wall and receiver, of the gates, but the position of the tato them at night when It was buing, rtv- moved causing thom to Itch and smart so I
or model at the switchboard in the fender chains are indicated by semacould not sleep. A watery fluid would run j
control house.
from them. My scalp became covered with i
phore arms on the lock walls.
and when the hair was raised up it
Let us take a vessel through a set a scale raise
Synchronous indicators are providwould
this scale; the hair was coming
ed for meter gate moving machines, of locks.
out terribly. My scalp and body itched all
stem
fenIt proceeds into the lock forebay tho time.
rising
valves, guard valves,
"After using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
der chains, and for water level indi- either under its own power or that
with two applications wecould notice a groat
cation.
of a tug ,and comes to a full stop.
difference. My way of using the Cuticura
The control boards are of a flat top It will then proceed under the power Soap and Ointment was to apply the Ointbench board type. Each board is 32 and control of four electric locomo-on- e ment to the sores and all over the scalp, tiust
after I would wash the sores and scalp with
on each side and two others asinches high by Si inches inches wide.
the Soap. In a month's time I was comThe lengths- for the three different tern, one on each side, to keep the pletely curtd."
(Signed) Mrs. Bertha
boards are as follows:
Underwood, Jan. 3. 1913.
vessels in the middle of the waterway
Cuticura
25c.
and Cuticura Ointment
Soap
and to stop it when it has reached
Gatun, 64 feet.
COc. are sold everywhere.
Liberal sample of
Pedro Miguel, 36 feet.
the proper point, and to prevent it each mailed free,
with 32-8ldn Book. Add
from moving forward too rapidly.
dress
"Cuticura, Dept.. T, Iloston."
Mirafloresj, 52 feet.
"Men who shave and shampoo with CuThe handles of the various control
After the vessel tomes to a full
ticura Soap w ill find it txtt for skin and scalp.
switches are above the surface of stop In the forebay its position is
each board. In a similar manner the given by the towing master to the
miniature con '
Indicators are mounted with the switchboard attendant, who, by mov- are shut behind, the
trol hoard gates In the meantime ingreater part of their mechanism be- ing a control switch lever, causes the
When the
hia movement
dicating
neath the board, but with the scales lowering of the fender chain, which
water
has
raised or
been
in
lock
the
and pointers! above the board. The is Indicated by the miniature fender
as the case may be, as shown j
lowered,
visible portions of these indicators are chain on the control board, after the
on the water level indicators, on then
of different forms in order to best lock gate is in. the. proper position.
control board, these gates are open-- !
Indicate their respective machines. The fender chain is stretched across
ed and the boat ig pulled into !''
The miter gate indicator is nearly the canal to prevent the vessel from
next compartment and so on.
flush with the board and consists of striking the gates if for some reason
pointer swinging In a horizontal it should get beyond control. In
I
f
plane and resembliirg the plan view such an event the fender chain brings
The Mothers' Favorite
of a miter gate leaf. All these switches the vessel to a full stop.'
A cough medicine for children
Now the vessel advances Into the should be harmless. It should bfi
and indicators are located as nearly
as possible in the same relatives posi- lock by means of the electric locomo pleasant to take. It should be effectual f
Chamberlain's Cousjh Remedy i3 ail oi,
tions occupied by the machines to tives. The fender chain is raised this
and is the mother's favorite every r
which they applys While the board behind it and then the massive gates where. For sale by ail dealers. Adv.
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Wholesome

0

COVERED

f

Its superiority
Its
use
is
a protection
unquestioned.
alum
food.
In
against
buying baking
powder examine the label carefully
and be sure the powder is made from
cream of tartar. Other kinds do not
make the food healthful.

0

EHEQA

i'

Its fame is

three-phase-

guel the control house is at the lower i3 essentially a control board with
end of the one pair of locks.
indicators, it is made to resemble in
Indicators are used for all machines a measure a. plan, view of the locks.
to show the operator In the control The space immediately below the flat
house the position of each machine at top of the board is occupied by the
all times. In the. case of certain ma- switch contacts, indicator
motors,
chines, the operation of a motor lasts motors, wlriDg connections, mechaniconly a few seconds and the indication al interlocks, etc.
of their positions is given, by the simTaking a Ship Through the Canal
ple means of red and green lights.
The canal and locks will accommo-

i

turbo-generatin-

hydro-electri-
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ELECTRIC LIGHT The Bright Light-Bri- ngs
Home an air of Safety, Cheer and Welcome.
IDEAL LIGHT for Young-one- s
and Grown-ups- .

into the
It is THE

Why not protect your Home by installing
ELECTRIC LIGHT. If you already have
1
ELECTRIC LIGHT, install a porch lamp
.4
Why worry about midnight-maraudewhen it is known that burglars fear babies and light more than dogs and pistols. They avoid houses having electric
L
light - particularly porch lights.
Have your house wired AT ONCE for complete electric service and then you'll appreciate the feeling of absolute safe-ty- ,
and comfort afforded by brilliant Edison MAZDA LAMPS
Electric service for Light, Heat and Power is withit the
reach of the most humble home, Let us subm 1 TO DAY
an estimate to wire your house, You'll be astonished at
the moderate cost.
rs

1
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the old aissez:faire policy necessary
iu our time and our country can not
be denied. But Russia bids fair to be
the first country in which socialism
will' have an opportunity to try out all
its devices. The government is unintentionally shaping things for the
great experiment. The deluge is near-

E

(Incorporated.)

whom parents never called, were turned over to the Children's society.
v
Birds Warm Their Feet
"Nighthawks" are not the only
for which .the lights of New York's
great white, way Lave .an attraction
The recent cold 'spell caused
many
sparrows and pigeons to take refuge
on the huge electric
along
signs
Broadway, the great number of bulbs

YORK LOOKS

im-d- s

001

FOR THE

.NEEDY

ly due.

MARCH 11, 1914.

WEDNESDAY,

ANNIVERSARY OF uREAT FLOOD
Sheffield, Eng., March 11. Memorial exercises were held today In observance of the fiftieth anniversary of
the great flood here in 1864. The
flood was caused by the bursting of

v

m

the Bradfield reservoir. Whole villages in the vicinity were swept away
by the rushing waters and 270 persons
were drowned.1:

.v Mi

THE WATCH BOUSE IS

'jut!

KM

VATCH GUARANTEE
warmer.
air
the
appreciably
making
.Editor. UNREASONABLE ADDITION
tl. m. PADGETT..
certUNIQUE BUREAU IS ESTABLISHED
The birds were discovered by the emFoley Cathartic tablets are entirely
j Our endorsement of a watch
cleansing and alifies that it is the best watch value
TO ASSIST THE UNEMPLOYployes of the electric light companies effective, thoroughly
in action. They contain
A stranger stepped into a doorway
ways
"obtainable for the price, and carries
ED WORKERS
who were sent to Investigate the rear blue pleasant
flag, are a remedy for constipa
on a Los Angeles street this week
with "it our interest in the performson for the dimness of many of the tion and sluggish liver, and a tonto to
poison.
and swallowed a
ance" wnen in the wearer's possession.
New York, March il. Plans are signs. Hhey found tbat the birds haS the bowels, which are Improved by
"
.':
In his clothing was found a note brief- under way for the formation of a city
not
do
:..
use.
-their
them.
Try
They
On
East
at
all
about'
clustered
the lights.
Catered at the poBtoffice
No
is carried by us that
watch
O.
to
fail
satisfaction.
and
and
relief
signed
suicide
his
give
ly
explaining
the
New
for
labor bureau in
York,
many bujbs birds slumbered peaceful- G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Vegas, New Mexico, for trans- - "One who aimed high, but hit low
does
critical inspection that
not
bear
purpose of solving the problem of un- ly, and In some cases the wording of Store. Adv. '
fnlgflon through the United States a
of
many
experience as watch
and a failure,."
years
marksman
poor
This bureau .'will be the signs was made almost Illegible.
employment
Cssl as second das mailer.
makers
the
enables, us to give.
explanation conducted under the auspices of the
It appears probabie
Most of the birds which sought to Special "Health Warning" for March
for this tragedy was too high an aim. administration officials of the city. warm themselves on
March is a trying month for the
YOU may 'buy watches with our enthe bulbs were
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
He considered himself a failure in It is planned that the employment
very young and for elderly people.
dorsement 'and guarantee upwards
A porter from
and
sparrows
pigeons.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrlppe and
n
Daily, by Carrlsr
comparison with what he had hoped agencies of the city bo linked up with one of the
from $5.00.
leading Broadway hotels pneumonia are to be feared and avoid1 M to accomplish,
and in that light, he a central
CSar Copy
and
employment exchange,
discovered four sea gulls nesting in ed. Foley's Honey and Tar Is a great
.15 was a failure. If he had not had such
RAILROAD WATCHES SOLD ON
Ob Week
if this plan is approved, the mayor will the sign above the hotel. The electric family medicine that will quickly stop
.65
EASY. MONTHLY PAYMENTS
cold
a
a
ambition perhaps he would still be
One Month
of
check
the
cough,
progress
unofficially advise the commissioner light men estimate that the heat from and relieve inflamed' and
7.60
Ws- Year
congested
living, a contented useful citizen.
of licenses to establish and supervise the bulbs though small In amount has air
passages. It is safe, pure ana alTAUPERT
Daily, by Mail
The number of people who have the central exchange.
This official been sufficient to save the lives of ways reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
$6.00 too much ambition is greater than is'
r 3 b e year (in advance).
Adv.
Cross
all
Store
Drug
will communicate twice dally with
JEWELER
thousands of birds.
8.00
IE Months (In advance)
generally Imagined. Perhaps it is the employment agencies
Lives
Saved
Babies'
7.50
One Year (In arrears)
A. T. & S. F, Watch Inspector
not a case of too much ambition ex- Late
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
every afternoon the commissionThe lives of 41,000 babies have been
3.75
USi Months (in arrears).
New York, March 11. Bullish senactly, but of an unreasonable ambi- er will publish a letter, which will set saved in New York
City in the last timent was chilled
tion. A hunter who would bring forth the number of vacancies, the
by tho appearance
seven
public of
years
by
cooperating
as
order
home a deer does not fire away
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
today, when atselling
large
character of employment offered, the and private welfare agencies, accordsoon as he sights his quarry half a
were
tacks
made
J;o
GROWER
carry further yessection of the city in which the vacan ing to "a report issued recently by the
12.00 mile distant. If he can get no. closer
was renewrise.
Liquidation
am Year
terday's
cies exist, and, the number and class New York milk commission. During
1.00 than that he will, If he Is a reasonable
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ed
American
and
the
in
S&x Months
Sugar
work.letters
These
of men seeking;
that time .950,000 babies have been railroad
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To
higher level. The closing quotations
Atchison
which,
losses
man, hunt for rabbits instead.
shares, among
will be printed in the expeditious born in New York City. If' the Infant
162
,
a
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insteaa
rabbit
1 to 3 points.
home
take
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Reading
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manner in which stock quotations
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list
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home published every
an- Union Pacific
Corn, May 67; July 66.
f
ated. Copies will be sent to every po- vailed there would have been 150,000 under yesterday's close. The
tteiait by check, draft or money would be better than iaklng
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Oats, May 39; July 39.
enter. If seal otherwise we will not nothing at all.
lice station and to every neighbor infant deaths instead of 109,000 which nouncement of the regular New York, United States Steel
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the
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stock
States
dividend
Some
that
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Steel,
Central
people,
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t
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central
free
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Application.
available to applicants at
'Crimen copies
1C New York's low death rate of 1913
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Ribs, May $11.50; July I11.60;ti em
became steadier today. Bonds were
home a deer or nothing. And some exchange. The proposed central ex- 102 per 1,000 births,
had prevailed
March
U. Beneficial
of them, not being properly equipped,
Chicago,
licnge is not expected to interfere throughout the seven year period only Irregular.
AT
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wea
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
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In the heavy snow In Minnesota and South
fresh
of
whether with brains
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agencies, as they will be able to col- 9.ri0,000 born. To prove that this record
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Market steady. Bulk
a slight weakening effect on the gen- price of wheat. Quotation started the ceipts 7,000.
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is not due to favorable weather con
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to
lower,
as
same
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last
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stubbornly
of
Bethlehem
Steel
their
list.
eral
whole day
night
$7.408.60; heavy $8.508.65; packexA recent report on employment
ditions or other general accidental on its excellent annual
then rallied a little, but afterward sag- ers and butchers $8.408.65; lights
report.
Advertisers are guaranteed the refusing to be satisfied with any less changes showed that only 40 per cent
causes the committee publishes comWestern Union gained a point In ged all around. The close was weak, $8.258.50; pigs $7.b08.
sxgest daily and weekly circulation than their original ambition.
of the applicants for work sent to em- parative figures showing that while
V4,
advance.
net lower to
Cattle, receipts 4,000. Market strong. '
Increase In the annual dividend Yt
the
34 any newspaper In northern New
It Is better to be a rabbit getter than
secured positions. This has New York had fewer deaths last year
ployers
fed steers $8.609.35; dressed
not
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to a four per cent basis. Rock Island
Unfavorable conditions for hauling
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will
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with
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to
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which
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a
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unchanged
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prices
touching
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together and with a sort of clearing Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland, St.
The market closed Irregular. Popu cent off, were followed by a moderate $6.508.25; cows $4.357.75; heifAmbition to be an asset must be reas
house for vacancies and for the unem- Louis, Pittsburgh, Detroit,
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business Office
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stackers and feeders
satisfied
will
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who
lar
The
shares sagged to the lowest before upturn. ,The close was steady at a ers $6.509;
onable.
'
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. .Main 9
ttcws Department . .
ployed, better results are anticipated. New Orleans and Toledo.
calves
advance. $6.508.05; bulls $67.50;
the session ended. Steel Issues were shade under last night to
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It is safe to say that "Old Sniiles," conditions in trade journals.
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market steacall from shorts.
a duke are not the type of people who
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If the plans which are now being
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which
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world.
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Amalgamated Copper
:OiiIAVNDJTHE DELUGE
will have its first "aerial ferry" in
another chance to look en the
98
later the market was at a decidedly $5.255.75.
but don't demand the Impossible from operation about the first of July. The get
Sugar . ...
whiskey when it is amber. All the
n he theory that it is darkest nature. Joplin Clobe.
machines which will fly between the animals in the Central Park zoo are
o
si
b" .'era the dawn, some encourage-i- it
Battery and Coney Island will be con- going to wear the white ribbon heremay lie derived from, the de-to carry ten passengers in after. The head
keeper promised this
WILL BE GIVEN structed:cabin.
rij'tic'i of present conditions in Rus- - REWARD
The general construc- several days ago after the thrilling
their
a, curried by the press asaocla- tion will be of the flying boat type. encounter with tbe rhino; in which he
THE REBEL PATRIOTS It is planned to maintain a special came as near losing his life as he
'ns, says the SL Louis
Tho world ia familiar with the
service In September while the Amer ever did in his venturesome career.
in
'crimes of mediaeval supersition
ican cup yacht races are being held. "Old Smiles" took cold and the keeper
GOV
2!issla, the persecution of the Jews THE CONSTITUTIONALIST
The night flyi'n "boats" will car persuaded her to forget her 40 years
'Jn manifold forms and the utter sup
ERNMENT PROMISES EACH
ry a powerful searchlight, while the of temperance and swallow a pint or
MAN A SMALL FARM
pression of freedom of speech and
landing floats will be coated with a two of whiskey. The following day
press. The number of executions for
luminous paint. It is expected that
hen the keeper entered her ; cage
and
Chihuahua, .Mexico March 11. The this ferry service will prove a boon to, and tried to remove a
j political offenses between 1906
couple of blan- 1910 reached 3,741, as against 525 for military government today issued a many of New York's pleasure seekers
kets
he had swathed her
with
which
SO years preceding 1908.
The atroc- decree for the distribution of public who dread the crowded street car and as an extra
precaution against the
ities of Russian prisons have scandal- lands, Including , those confiscated, elevated services which exist during cold, "Old Smiles" made a dive at
ized the world. Bui the economic among soldiers. jQf the present revolu- the summer months between New him and sent him
skipping around the
conditions have not been so welfe un-- n tion, disabled veterans of the Madero York and Coney Island. As is the Inclosure at the rate of 30 miles an
of
and
widows
and
orphans
revolt,
,..
inters tood.
rule, of the several Aerial ferry com hour. The keeper yelled for help. An'Che Russian government now owns the two rebellions. Jn advance of a panies in the United States, it is ex- other keeper heard him and came. on
survey by engineers, it is estimated pected that the New York company the run.
:80,000 miles of railway, all the
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a
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world, they reported.
said
about
Dean's
Kidney Pills
lection, we have provided an:"unusual display. Would it not be well to inspect the showing now?
$950,Ol5,i.the thieves profiting $718,- destroying all the inven'
I should try them, I did fo and a
1
-''-.'- 1913
332.
were
there
arrested
During
lives to personal Initiative. The tra".
HEARING ON TOBACCO TAX
of
lots
few
boxes
me.
cured
I
dj
or
summoned
181,683
of
persons
a
'ditional policy In America has been
view,
With
L
Stood the
Washington,, March
whom 46,424 were acquitted, 129,942 hard Work, but my back has
The Redfern guarantee, added to our own, insures your absolute and lasting satisfaction with
exactly opposite, and under it the to ascertaining the opinions of the
thanks
Pills,"
to
teBt,
Doan's
Kidtjy
'
.'
sreatest progress ever made by a peo cigar, cigarette and tobacco manufac- convicted, with 5,217 cases still, pend
;
50
every
gar ment bearing this label.
Price
For
all
;tole by
dealers.
Forty-sevenstreet
ple has taken place. The tendency turers the ways and means committee ing. The West
cents.
Co. Buffalo,
la America now is toward Increasing of the house conduetfd a public hear police station, nearIn-- the heart of the New York, sole agents for tje United
"Tenderloin"
led
the number of
4ha activities of the state, but this is ins today, en. t? various "bills relating
v.
j
States. "
flirted on the grounds of benevolence, to tobacco coupons. There are lour arrests and summonses for the year,
name-BoaRemember
the
.
THZ' JDTOnn 'OF
n
--".indents of history 'who believe that
tiiooi, wiia now nendine in con- - the total being 8,418. Of the S,24 and take-nf
,
Adv.
other.
786
Opposite
not
were
on
persons
missing,
reported
for h stamp tax
prosperity' and happiness
i'
11
si ove come. through: targe libertv of all coupons, prize tickets, etc., Issued accounted for, f which 209 were girls
CastaaeJa
women.
or
The
shows
report
that
tobacco.
STRONG
and
WOOL
COMPETITION
Individual initiative have voiced alarm
cigars,, cigarettes
U.
fc J t
a It ;)
II
London, March 11. The offerings
Hotel
;t tae advance of paternalism or so The rates fixed in these bills range 444 were arrested for felonious as66
arson
60
for
ana
for bigamy, at the wool. 8alea"t6day 'awunted to
cialism in America. That the stonea- - from 4 per cent of the retail selling sault,
r
chils strong
14,213 bales. Competition
tljiis development of economic machia-r-y nr'c.a of the package to 2 cents on Fourteen hundred and forty-fouor
lost
children
foundlings
dren,
for and active'
a
made
baa
great departure from every coupon.
quick-workin-
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ably will be questioned closely concerning the death of his wife in an ef-

PERSONALS

fort to learn whether he was implicated in what is regarded by the officers as worthy of Investigation as a
J. F. Greenbaum of Chicago was a murder.
commercial visitor in Las Vegas tor'
day.
ACCUSED
John'. Dickens of Colorado Springs,
was a businqgjS' visitor In East Las
LIBEL
OF
yegas today.
Simon Vorenburg of Wagon Mound
(
cam in last night for a few days'
business visit.
THE, ASSESSOR QF MORA COUNTY
Miss Marion Nohr of La Cueva ar- - MAKE8 COMPLAINT AGAINST
IRVING OGDEN, SR.
rived In Las Vegas this afternoon for
a' few days' visit with friends.
E. D. Frock of Colorado Springs was
Assistant District Attorney Chester
a business visitor In Las Vegas to- A. Hunker' returned to Las Vegas this
afternoon "from1 Wagon Mound, bringday. He came in last night.
S. R. Lighton of Albuquerque, came ing news ,pf, the arrest and arraignjn last night and will foe a business ment .yesterday in, that city of Irving
visitor here for the next several days. Ogden, Sr., on the charge of libel.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., returned yesterla editor of the Roy
a newspaper published
day afternoon from Chicago, where he
has been on business for the last weekly at Roy.- several weeks.
The 'complainant la Jose D. Medina,
Mrs. James Dougherty of Winslow, assessor of Mora county. A hearing
Ariz., arrived In Las Vegas last night was held before F. V. Lujan, a justice
and will remain herei for a short time of the peace In Wagon Mound, and
visiting friends.
Ogden was bound over to 'the grand
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Chambers of
under a bond of $1,000.
jury
Chicago arrived la Las Vegas last
The article written by Ogden, alnight and will remain here for several leged by Medina to be libelous, is as
days as visitors.
follows:
C. A. Hutchinson of Kansas City,
"That the New Mexico administrawill
Mo., came in this afternoon and
tion is doing all in its power to right
be a business visitor In Laa Vegas some of the
wrongs that are still tryfor the next few days. &
.over
hold
to
from former condiing
A. B. Soper, H. C. Foreman and K.
is further evidenced iby the eftions,
JSstes, all of Chicago, arrived in Las
fort of Edward D. Tittman, district AtVega's last night and will remain
torney of Socorro county, to remove
here for the next several days.
Assessor A. B. Baca on chargVV. E. Ludlow of El
Paso, Tex., County
es
of
incompetence, corruption and recame ln' last night for a several days'
to do his, duty.
fusal
business visit in this city. He la a
"Of the 25 charges
against him
business man of the
well
known
are published or summarised In
which
border City.
New Mexican, there is
Mr. and Mrs. William Anderson of the Santa Fe
not
cannot be duplicated
one
which
Gunnison, Colo., returned to their
Mora
in
and the vicinity of
county
visited
home last night after having
friends and relatives in Las Vegas Roy can furnish instances of corrupi tion, incompetence and depravity that
for the past several days. Ike Baeharach of the firm of Baeh- outclass most of them.
"And yet we; 'as a rule, 'stand here
arach Brothers, returned this afternoon from a business trip to the east. like fat oxen, waiting for the butchMr. Baeharach also visited Paris on er's knife.' Why In time a communhis trip, which was for the, purpose ity of freedom American citizens,
of buying the spring and summer should stand idly by and see their
every right and liberty trampled upon
stock for his firm.
G. L. Bllheimer, an international by their hired servants, whether It be
secretary of the Y. M. C. A., arrived thru incompetence or malice, is bein Las Vegas1 this afternoon from Den yond our understanding."
ver and will attend the big dinner to
be given at the local Y. M. C. A. thi3
OFFICERS
Secretaries
International
evening.
Knebel and MoDill will arrive here
this evening on train No. 9.
.' Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Barnes of Chi
6ago left today for San Francisco,
Calif., after having been the guests COLORADO SOCIETY HAS NONE
of Mr. and Mrs. John S. Clark for the
Of ,THE TROUBLES OF THE
NATIONAL BODY
past few days. Mr. Barnes is the engineer who Installed the hydraulic apparatus on the Agua Fura dam, which Colorado Springs. Col., March
yas built several years "ago, and is All officers of
society of
the Daughters of the American Revo
well known in this city.
lution were
at today's session of the eleventh annual conference, now toeing held at the Antlers
hotel. Much important business was
carried out this morning. It took just
50 minutes to dispose of the reports
BEEN MURDERED from the 19 chapters
in the state.
Other matters were put through Just
as expeditiously. During the morning
INVEST- rolls were called on donations to the
ATTORNEY
(STRICT
Continental Hall building at Washing
IGATES; DEATH OF MRS. MAN- I
ton and on the Sarah "Piatt Decker
u'elita gallegos
memorial at the state university. The
J The death of Mrs. .Manuelita de sum of $215 was subscribed to the
s former and
60. to the latter.
gallegos, which occurred in Las
The work, of construction had not
early Sunday morning, has probeen finished at the morning session
vided a mystery for the district
office to solve. Mrs. Gallegos and at 12:45 o'clock the members, of
as found dead in bed by her eon the entire chapter now present i the
wnen he arose on Sunday morning, city sat down to a fine luncheon
ijier neck showed abrasions and on There are 87 delegates registered out
tier left side was a large bruise. of 159 in the state. About 100 were
Toung Gallegos discovered his father served at the luncheon. The officers
follow: Mrs.'
washing the wounds when be entered
the room, according to the story told Winfield Scott Tarbell, Colorado chap
ter, regent; Mrs. W. H. Clatworthy,
today.
'
District Attorney Charles W. G. Denyftr: chapter,:! vice ref3ht;. Miss
Ward did not learn of the death of Merle'
Mount Garfield
Mrs. Gallegos until noon today, when chapter, recording secretary; Mrs. A
fee was informed that the woman had Macomb Ricker';; corresponding secrefceen (buried. ' The Justice of the peace tary; Mrs. Fieenian Robbins, Zebulon
o)T
Las Ventanas precinct, which is Pike chapter, treasurer; Mrs. Walter
ibout SO miles east of Las Vegas, held N. LesIietirkaneaB Valley chapter,
fif. inquest shortly, after the woman's historian; Mrs. Franklin R. Carpenter,
tifmth'the5 Verdict iieing that Mrs. Denver chanter? consHlBnl'' registrar''
jallegosmeki8' her death'1 by "vio" Mra.'cliarfes R.' ftapp, Santa,5 Ff Trail
chapter; tu&itavjt 'MrajiE..; I ,Osborne,
The husband of Mrs. Gallegos prob tlntcompahgre, ;ohapter chaplain,
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BOX-BAL-

VIC-

L

SERIES
'
ni dt
The Y. M. C. A. last night played
their third game of the series in the
boxball tournament with St. George,
Kas. The local team started rolling
for a record and made it in the first
The second game, however,
game.they' let down a little and in the third
simply dropped. The total score for
the local tern was 3,076. In a telegram received this morning from the
Kansas boys their score was shown
to ,be 42 pins better, or a total of
-

'

.

Two high scores were made last
evening on the local alley, one by
"High Score" Hanson, 262, another by
Clarence Hlte, 260. St George has
jumped up a great deal from their
games when Las Vegas, walked away
with them and it now appears that
the last series is to go to them. The
local team doesn't feel this way about
it, and Says it is going to win four
straight. Watch for the coming game
Friday night, when they play the
fourth game, and the deciding one
should St George win. The scores
on the local alley for last night's game
are as follows:
- yi,
Las Vga, 3,076
263;v-21199
Hanson 229 205 208
LeNoir
,
u-i-

VV.

HARRIS, Pres

GEO. H. HUNKER, Vice Pres
CECILI0 ROSEN WALD, Secretary

REGAIN

PEOPLES BANK

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

HIS BOUT WITH RITCHIE WILL
BE HIS LAST IF HE DOES
NOT WIN

How the Two Fighters Compare
Ritchie
;, Wolgast
23 years
26 years
Age
5 ft. 1
in Height
ft 4 In
135 lbs.
135 lbs.
Weight limit
67
Reach
65
in.
in.

(St ;TRU5T COL-

Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We'pay 4
per cent on Savi
'
counts, on Checkiiig Accounts 2 per cent

it

r

fi

I

eJiiind'
"9

..

..

-

14
in.
35
in.
38
in.
30 in.
12
in.
10
in.
21 in.
14 in.
6

in.

NecJc

in.

15

Chest (nml)
Chest (exp)
Waist

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT"
AJlbane vs. Johnny Dundee,
"!
at Philadelphia.
."
Gallant vs. Danny O'Brien,

Jonnny
6
rounds,
Gilbert
15 rounds

36 in.
37

29
13

Biceps

Forearm

.10

Thigh
Calf

18
12
6

,

Wrist

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

at Salt Lake City,

BASEBALL STARS HAY

JUMP TO NEW LEAGUE

March 11. All
roads for fight fans now lead to this
city, where the most promising bout
of the year is to be staged tomorrow

Milwaukee,' Wis.,

night with Lightweight Champion
Willie Ritchie! and former Champion
Ad Wolgast as the. principals.
The
fight is expected to show whether
Ritchie has gone back as a result of
his many months of comparative idleness and if "Wolgast has come back,
as his good showing in his recent bout
With .Toe Rivers would seem to Indicate.

WAGNER IS SAID TO HAVE ASKED FOR POSITION WITH

THE FEDERALS
Chicago, March 11. Eddie Cicotte,
pitcher for the Chicago Americans,
has signed a new contract "at one of
the largest salaries paid a pitcher in
the American league," according to a
message received here 'today from
Sacramento, where the White Sox
were today. Cicotte had been a "hold
out."
Eleven big league players have telegraphed to President Gilmore of the
Federals asking for a chance to go
in the league, according to a dispatch
from Shreveport.
Among them are
four of the Boston Americans, and
players on the Chicago Federal team
are quoted as saying they are Wagner, Lewis, Collins and Leonard. It
was understood the Federal league refused to accede, to Wagner's demands,
which were for S7,500 a year. Col
lins' reported terms may be accepted,
it was said, and if so he will be sign
ed for the Brooklyn team
The specials say that President
Weeghman of the Chicago club has
made a new offer to Ty Cobb. Cobb
is under contract with the Detroit

NEW RACING CIRCUIT FORMED
of citizens, searched the woods today
Boston, March 11. The. 'completion in a futile attempt to pick up the trail.
here today of the organization of the
Bay State Short Ship circuit assures
CORONER INNVESTIGATES
Massachusetts of a long season of
St. Louis, March 11. One hundred
harness racing this year. The season men working under the city's 24
will open June 17 and continue until bridge carpenters today began dig- the second week of August. The cir- ging away the ruins of the Missouri
cuit embraces tracks in Med ford. Athletic club, under which lie buried
Taunton, Worcester, Framingham, Pro- 20 to 35 bodies of members who lost
vidence,
Haverhill, Fitehburg and their lives in the fire which destroyed
the seven story club building Monday
Springfield.

morning. Ten bodies were found yesterday and the day before.
LIKELY
(ILSTEKHEN
TO At the same time Investigations into
the cause of the fire were opened by
a coroner's jury and a joint commitACCEPT COMPROMISE tee from both branches of the munici
pal assembly.
The body of Michael Thuma of ChiCONFERENCE
REGARDING IRISH cago, an
employe of a clothing firm,
HOME RULE BILL HELD BY
was identified today. This brings the
THE CABINET
number of identified dead to nine,
though one identification is doubtfuL
London, March 11. The offer of Ten ibodies have been recovered; 'i
Sir Edward Carson, the Ulster union-i-isff ff'Mlf-Vv'oist leader, to submit the government's
SMYTH E GOES BACK
proferred concessions in connection
Leavenworth, Kan., March 11. Edwith home rule to an Ulster conven- ward Smythe of Peoria, 111. one of the
tion, provided no limitation was plac- 24 members of- the Iron Workers'
ed an the period of exclusion of the union whose
conviction in the dynaUlster counties, was the subject of a mite
conspiracy cases the United
lengthy conference between cabinet States supreme court refused to reministers and nationalist leaders to- view, today returned
voluntarily and
day.
unaccompanied to the federal penitenThe concession offered to the union- tiary here.
ists by Premier, Asquith on Monday
Smythe Immediately was checked in
provided that before the home rule and assigned to a gang of structural
bill for Ireland became operative a iron workers who
are erecting a new
poll should be taken of the' parlia- wing to the
prison. Smythe was senmentary electors of each of the nine tenced for three years. He first came
counties of Ulster to decide whether here on New Year's
day, 1913, and
there should be an exclusion of those two weeks later was released
on bait
counties from the provisions of the
bill for a period of six years from the
WANTS NEW STATION
first meeting of the new Irish parliaWashington, March 11. Commisment
sioner General of Immigration Camin-net- tl
advocated before the house committee on public buildings a new Immigrant station with hospital facilities
HENRY SIEGEL
at Seattle to care for an expected Increase In immigration throuch. the
Panama canal and provide hospital
service necessitated by the prevalence
of the hook worm and other diseases
among the Orientals landing there.
HEAD OF DEFUNCT BANK
AND
f'

It is now more than four monffis
since Champion Ritchie has been seen
in the ring. His last battle was a
affair with Leach Cross in
1117 1015
944 New York on November 10.
Imme
St George, 3,118.
diately after the fight with Cross the
Averages: Hanson, 226; LeNoir, champion went to California to ful217; Hite, 204; Winters, 191; Stewart, fill an engagement to box ten rounds
184.
with Tommy Murphy. This bout was
scheduled for December 10, but a few
days before that date Ritchie devel"TIZ" FIXES ACHING,
oped an abscess of the nose and the
bout was adjourned until January.
Then Ritchie wag incapacitated by anFEET
SORE
SWOLLEN,
,
other slight accident and the go with
Murphy was called off.
Many critics are of the opinion that team.
How "TIZ"
does
comfort tired,
Wolgast has come back and will give
W. J. Sweeney will come to the
sweaty, calloused feet
Ritchie a surprisingly hard battle.
and corns.
Nationals and Huh Perdue
Chicago
They point to his showing against Joe
will remain with Boston. This sola
"Ah! Boy.,
Rivers as conclusive proof.
Many
HZ' U Um
other close followers of the game, tlon of the controversy over the plaything!"
while not caring to venture a predic- ers involved in the Evers sale was
tion of a Wolgasf victory, are of the telephoned today to C. V. Taft, own
opinion that the former champion er of the Cubs, to C. W. Murphy here,
former president of the Cubs who is
will be able to stay the ten rounds.
The Ritchie supporters, on the other still acting for the club.
Murphy had a representative at Ma
hand, believe that Wolgast will have
no chance against the champion. They con, Ga., where the Boston Nationals
declare that Ritchie has Improved are training, and Sweeney today signHIS PARTNER ACCUSED OF
contract to play sec
since he defeated Wolgast and copped fed a three-yea- r
HILL IS CONSIDERED
EMBEZZLEMENT
the title in the battle at Daly City on ond base for the club.
Washington, Mar. 11. Walker KilL
Mr. Taft did not state on what au
November 28, 1912, He has the adpresident of the Mechanics-America- n
New York, March 11. Henry Siegel National Bank
he based his announceover
in
thority'
matter
the
vantage
Wolgast
of St Louis, i3 being
of age and the confidence that comes ment, but declared that the controver head of department store' enterprises considered for a place oa the federal
of holding the championship. They sy over the players had been officially in New York, Boston and Chicago, and reserve board, which will
administer
admit Wolgast's cleverness and his settled. According to members of the Frank E. Vogel, his partner, were in the new currency system. i; j 3
syndicate, one dicted today on charges of grand lar counted one of the leading 1
People who are forced to stand on aEllity to deliver a telling blow, but McCulloogh-Thompso- n
of
no
is
their
are
who saw ceny and violation of the banking laws of the middle west White
the
of
that
he
opinion
sore,
know
tjiey
representatives
what
their feet all day
r0 . oftender, sweaty,' burning ..feet mean. Ipnger able to withstand the punish- Charles P. Taft at Cincinnati yester in connection with the management of ficials said today no select"..i3 t . j
v
cures ment that he could assimilate a few day and tried to open negotiations for the Henry Siegel "and Company pri been made,
They use "TIZ,"
the purchase of the Cubs, gained the vate bank.
their feet right up. It keeps feet in fears back. , f.
Three Indictments
were found
&
perfect condition. "TIZ" Is the only At their respective training camps impression from Mr. Taft that he did
'
were
two
he
and
not
against
out
to
Siegel
today
sell
hia
stock.
Vogel
reported
The
re
fighters
draws
world
expect
jointly. War
sat
&
.,
remedy in the
In excellent shape for the, bat- porter said he understood Charles rants were issued immediately for
WITH THE EOXER3,
all the poisonous exudations which lo
tle.
has kept himself in good Thompson, secretary
Wolgast
cause
of the club, their arrest One indictment charges
tender,
$ g
puff up the feet and
instantly rim by his frequent bouts and needed would be appointed In C. W. Murphy's that they committed grand larceny In
sore, tired, aching feet
&S,&,
borrowing $25,000 from the National
Packey McFarland says ho will re
stoos the Daln in corns, cahouses anfl bo seviere training to get into shape place.
Bank of Commerce by making false tire from the ring after he f. .
,
bunions. It's simply glorious. Ah ;or tomorrow night's contest Ritchie
representations as to the financial with Mike Gibbons, j, A lu i
how comfortable your feet feel after lias been, training faithfully since he
arrived from., the west ten, days ago
CHILD IS CHOSS,
turn tjavigao, wbo - lias tec
standing of the Siegel enterprise. The
t
using "TIZ." You'll never limp or
other two allege that the Siegel bank Paris with Joe ' Jeanette'' and ' r
draw up your face In pain. Your and has succeeded '.in taking off the
.
.
shoes'" won't tighten and hurt your Burplua ,Jleh.
accepted deposits after its insolven niuciitBu iuoxers,, nas returned to
a Nl ...
'
will take. P'acOjin the new
(.
Cleveland.
cy.
.
Th$gh,
feet.
stadium
will
which
seat
spec10,000
Three
hundred'"
Young Hugo Kelly is now f;
depositors of the
Get a "25 cent box of "TIZ" now
Promoter. Tom .Andrews be- look, mother!
is Siegel bank crowded in the corridors under the name of Kank Del '.ice.
if
from any druggist department or gen- tators.!
tongue
seat will be filled
,or the federal (building this afternoon says this 1 hi3 real name.
coated give "'"california
eral store. Just think! a whole year's lieves that every
the' fighters Into
calls
tie
when
(Eddie Murphy claims he
gong
25
Adv.,
figsw
cents.
Syrup of
demanding redress for their wrongs.
foot comfort for only
g' t
the riig. Special trains will bring
Children love this "fruit laxative," They, became so demonstrative that worst of it in his recent bout. V
big dehgations of fight fans, from Chi- and1 nothing else cleanses the tender the United States marshal summoned Phil Brock at Cleveland be;The Forty Year Test
ther delegations are coming stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
.20 deputies and ejected them from the Broik's foul fish ting.
An article must have exceptional cago.
Al Norton. PJiy McCrrnc-'A Child simply will not stop playing building. .
merit to survive for a period of forty,as from pdnts throughout Wisconsin. Ili r
..."
Iowa and states' as to emptythe bowels, and the result is,
years. Chamberlain's Cough Remefl-wwmte
linois,,
lichigan,
...hope," lo!3 like a r
first offered to the public in 187S. far diBtnt as North Dakota. The ad- they become
iVirton ha.3 til- -' ' pi m
tightly clogged with
Prom a Bmall beginning it has grown
)'"ss in his recent bouts.
in v favor and popularity, until it has vance le Indicates that' the predic- waste; liver gets sluggish, stomach
I '
Blink McCloskey is not d
attained a world wide reputation. You tions of the largest crowd that ever sours,; then your litis one becomes
will find nothing better for a cough or witnessd a mill in this' "6ity are like cross,! half-stcf
well in, London. His latent d:
eat
dont
feverish,
cold. Try it and you will understand ly to In fulfilled.
;
..1iTD 'TEED LC 31 at the hand,j of 1 b r,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bud,
why It is a favorite after a period of
of
nicrlfiin colored
full
has
sore
system?
cold,
throat,
more than forty years. It not only
stomach-achor
diarrhoea.
uuu iuuua, me jvuiwaukpe
Listssn,
gives relief it cures. For sale by all
SKTING CHAMPIONSHIPS
dealers. Adv.
Mother! See if tongue is coated; then CANADIAN POLICE HAVE THEM will most likely aceppt an
Detroit Mich.; March 11. Every
to Australia, declaring
SURROUNDED BUT THEY
give a teaspoonful of "California
tht i"i
ELEVEN CANDIDATES FOR MAYOR thing la i readiness for the beginning
'ole to got any hr!:t. I j
ELUDE
OFFICERS"'.
In
tew
of
a
and
hours
Syrup
,
Figs"
of
contests
the
tomarowi
the
for
11. The here
S "Paul, Minn, March
The sports of r.r ,;vd, (
all the constipated waste, 'sour- bile
rol-le- s
'
tnateur:
and
world's
professional
campaign for St. Paul's first primaries
and undigested food passes out of the
Bellingharn, Wash.,. March 11.
'.r-- i
Mug to back F !
since the adoption of the commission
r
skatig championships. The meet-ha- s system, and you have a well, playful The five bandits who held up the Al
m! Watson
1.
f:
been sanctioned by the A. A. XL, child
plan of municipal government closes
botsforcl, B. C, branch of the Canadian
a dee!;-'- , i c r ' ,1
a
again.
this week. On Tuesday next the pri the InteratlOnal Skating Union of Millions of mothers give "California Royal bank yesterday and' escaped bout in San Fra.nclm-oAsd
National
the
Skating
maries will be held tor the nomina- America
' with 12,400 in gold an4" 'currency,
Syrup of Ffea". because it'is I'
Great Brieaia. ''
tion of candidates for mayor, council-me- sociation
Aa i
harmless; children love it, ' 1 !' i;Iuded their pursuers fenf'r cover of
sever falls to act on the stma i, darkness 1 t. nirht
city controller, municipal judre
am tH eved
f.'ct i.'l
to be hea,(l.a isorih toward tli heavy
and justice of the peace. Those re
liver and bowels.
Just light for Backache and
'
Abbot
d."
J,i C'Sur
Rheumatism
Ask your drussist for a
bot- forests a!
ceiving tho most votes in the primar
ies will get their names on the ballot,
Folev Kdney Pills are so ttiorotiph- - tle of "California Syrup cf T
The outlaws were enrrouftJ',3 in a
:..m. which
at the final election .la' 'May. Eleven ly effectiv for backache, rV,r.,
has full directions f r 1 " , canyon lata ye;,i;an3:y j;y u,' vmv of
swollen an acnmjr intni, ,
r(,tj
candidates aro contesting for the bladder
A pn;;li of
children of all ages and for groan i f g offlcero and .tiib;-!-nsw;
ainents that they are
3
a bloodhounds
mayoralty nomination. Owing to the
eerywheri. A. A. J
.r,K plainly printed on the bottle. r
Westminster
it it
unusually' large number of candidates McGrew, lebr., says: "My in t ? ",t of counterfeits-- sold here. C t t
.r
".' j
recommened. Foley Kidney
effoi
no
and
Ixi in
will
to
the
in
it
made
i
"Ca!il
n
prt'Mime,
contesting
primaries
by
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muns in rf back, and before I fnln-er were If
aruLh whoro.the
c
Refuse
'
Company.
necessary to issue the ballots in two
y
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.
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Provisional
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SIG NAHM, Vice Pres

Liberal lo its customers yet conservative in its management the.
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KANSAS BOYS WIN THIRD
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Take no chances of failure use K C
and have "good luck" every time.
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OmO,

MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEXico, on Tuesday, March 2 Hh, A. v.
teed this day, are as follows,
PROCLAMATION
ICO.
1914, for the purpose of submitting
Polling Place
WULUEAS1, in conformity with
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
of said Diselectors
to
the
N.
qualified
of
Pedro
Pecos,
House
Rlbera,
"
LORENZO
DELGADO, Clerk.
iiiier No. 78 of the laws of tie M,
Attest:
not
or
whether
of
the
trict
question
V:;tata of 'New Mexico, passed at the
intox(SEAL)
sale or exchange of

ohe

to-wi-t:

Election Judges
1. Pedro Rlbera, Pecos, N. M.
2. Jose Varela, Pecos, N. M.
3. Octaviano Segura, Pecos, N. M.
Election Clerks
1. Juan B. Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
2. Agapito Maes, Pecos, N. M.
and except as herein otherwise provided, eald above Special Election
shall be held and conducted as provided by law for general elections.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
this 2nd day of February, A. D. 1914,
by the Board of County Commission
ers of the County ot Ban Miguel, New
Mexico, In open session.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEX-

the barter,
icating liquors snail De prohibited
therein as provided by said Act, to- wit:
District proposed to be voted for
as Prohibition District.,
All of Precinct: No. 21 which consists of School District No. 29
and School District No. 4G, of the
County of San Miguel, State of New
Mexico, as bounded on the North with
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo; on the
South by the line that divides San
Miguel and Torrance Counties; on the
East with Precinct No. 2 La Cuesta,
and on the West by the line that divides San Miguel and Santa Fe Coun-

Second Regular Sfsloa of the First
Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation
frglBSaturo of Bald State for the year
hold-- r
For constipation, Chamberlain's Tab13, provision Is made for the
lets are excelelnt. Easy to take, mild
of Special Elections to regulate
and gentle In effect, tuve them a trial.
lie barter, gale and exchange of
For Bale by all dealers. Adv.
liquors In districts designated within any county of New Mex-- f
been
, and ft proper petition having
led by qualified electors of the following described District, within the
CJounty and Slate aforesaid:
Now, therefore, the Board of Counof
ty Commissioners of the County on
New
of
Mexico,
State
Can Miguel,
fhta first Monday of February, A. D.
Because, there you will have
0914, in regular session, do hereby
to succeed. There, clia
chance
proclaim aud give Public Netiee, that
soil
and water, In conties;
mate,
special election will be held within
and the polling places designated
with
intelligent labor,
junction
be following described district, Counwithin such District and the election
Alfalfa, fruits,
wonders.
ICO.
work
MexNew
of
ty of San Miguel, State
named to conduct
andclerks
and dairy
Chairman.
jv.dgea
FIDEL
ORTIZ,
truck,
garden
By
poultry
ico, on Tuesday, March 24th, A. D. Attest: LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. said Special Election at such polling
to more
the
way.
products
point
11914, for the purpose of eubmitting
d
of the said Board
order
place
by
(SeaH
mere
a
than
living.
to the qualified electors of said disthis day, are as follows,
trict the questioin of whether or not
Polling Place
PROCLAMATION
the barter, sale or exchange of IntoxHouse of Jacobo Leyba, p. 0. Ley- with
in
conformity
WHEREAS,
15 10 APRIL 15, 1914
icating liquors ehall be prohibited
ba, N. M.
therein as provided by said Act, t: Chapter No. 78 of the laws of the
Election
Judges
State of New Mexico, passed at the
second-clas- s
tickThen
1. Francisco S. Leyba, P. 0. Leyba,
First
of
the
Session
Second
as
for
voted
Regular
to
be
District proposed
An
to
Lbs
ets
Las
from
Vegas
M.
N.
Legislature of said State for the year
IProhibition District
San Diego
San
Francisco.
O. Ley
P.
geles,
Anastaclo
2.
Sandoval,
All of Precinct No. 9 which consists 1913, provision is made for the hold
and to many other points In
to regulate ba, N. M.
f School District No. 21 and School ing of special elections
California will be sold for $30.00
N.
O.
P.
3.
Leyba,
Justiano
Leyba,
inDistrict No. 97, of the County of San the barter, sale and exchange of
fare from points
Corresponding
M,
In
Districts
desigMiguel, State of New Mexico, as toxicating liquors
on
in connection
lines
other
Election Clerks
of New Mex(bounded on the North by Precinct No. nated within any County
liberal stop-;ovthe
with
Santa
Fe,
M.
N.
1.
Henrlques Leyba, Leyba
on the South by the Arroya de ico, and a proper petition having been
Three fa,dt
M.
privileges.
electors of the fol- LaPaz, Sandoval, Leyba, N.
Pecos; on the East by Precinct No. filed by qualified
Las Vegas
from
trains
daily
otherwise
herein
within the and excopt as
S2, and on the West by the line that lowing described District,
tourist sleepers and free
carry
Election
iabove
eald
Special
aforesaid:
separates Santa Fe and San Miguel County and State
chair cars. Harvey meals.
Now, Therefore, The Board of Coun- shall be held and conducted a3 proCounties, or according to the official
For tickets, reservations and
ejections.
for
law
vided
of
general
by
records In the office of the County ty Commissioners of the County
Information
apply to
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
of New Mexico, on
Superintendent of said San Miguel San Miguel, State
D.
1914,
A.
of
2nd
D.
A.
this
February,
day
this first Monday of February,
County;
the Board of County Commissionn I RATnHFlfiR.
nd the polling place designated wlth- - 1914, In regular session, do hereby by
' trftrt
ers of the County of San Miguel, New
Sn such District and the election proclaim and give public Notice, that
in
session.
within
open
Mexico,
held
will
be
election
Judges and Clerks named to conduct a special
Las Vegas, New Mex
Coun- BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS10Neald Special Election at such polling the following described district,
SAN
OF
COUNTY
THE
ERS
OF
Mex
New
State of
glace by order of the said Board ren- ty of San Miguel,
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CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NS
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular com0
nlgit
munication' first and O, R. C. hall, on Douglas aveoa a)
third Thursday in S o'clock Visiting members are m
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werti, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

COLUMN
RATES

CLASSIFIED

TOR

ADVER

Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS
Five cents

per Una
Estimate tlx ordinary words
line.
ilar conclave
TuesNo ad to occupy lest space than two
in each msU at Mar
day
lines
All advertisement
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of word. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MA30NS Regular con- .
H
VSa Htn Mm
East Bound
month , at Masonic
Arrive
Depan
7:45 p.
'J yi Temple at 7:80 p. m. p, No, 2.. . 7:20 p. ni
Al vnnegar, h. P.; F. O. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m..,.. .11:59 p.
qr2f Blood,
tiVifc
No. 8..
2:25 a. m..... 2:30 a.
Secretary.
1

I. O. O. F. LAS
4. Meets

treasurer:

WILL pay, $2.50 for trunk with good vcmeiery Trustee.
lock and key. Apply M, Optic.
B.
P. O. ELKS

Kepresentative for our
firm, one that is interested in fruit
growing preferred, for our high
grade nursery stock. The Denver
Nursery Company, 4100 West 46th
Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

waistu;ij

MM
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RENT

furnished
Completely
eight room house on Sixth street
Phone W. P. Mills, Main 295.

FOR

C.

V.

Moot,

Arrive

1..
3..
7..

No.
No.
No.
No.

-j
.vwiiu

I..

For Sala
SALE Good paying business
small capital required; great snap
for right man. See A. H. H.arris
612 Lincoln avenue.

FOR

and third

month at 8

Mondays

'

I

EMPRESS
FLOUR

of each

That Last

OB PW INTINO?

'

It

giving you

a present for do
ing something
you 'd do wiy
way when you
learn how Much

Thursday

MODERN WOODMEN

7:00 p. M

vfNSiIver Spoon
J'
..if rrtii Ufa

L. O. O. MOOSE

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR realh is.
Made by GER
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
PBINGS YOU THE
SP00M
IT '$
KKNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

V

OF AMERICA

WELL DRILL

,

a

This elegant Rogers'

p.m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. ,W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
fourth

Depart
1:35 p.
6:40 a. n,
4:30 p. sa

m
m
m
m

or YOU!

Meets second ang
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
ALE Bourboon Red Turkey brothers cordially invited. Howard T
FOR
eggs, 30 cents each; the stay at Davit, Dictator; p. A. Lim Secretary.
home kind. Phone Purple 5623 J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every ftrat Tue
Mrs. Charles Lewis.
day of the month In the vestry room
FOR SALE Choice Rhode Island Red uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock 9
eggs for setting 75o and S1.00 per m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
setting of 15. Day old R. I. Red vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlw
chicks. H. M. Northrup, 913 Lin Greenclay, Secretary.
coln avenue.

US

p.
a.
p.
p.

una

Tuesday evening of each
month Elkt' home on Ninth street and
Douglas
avenue. Vlsitln
broth
are cordially Invited. Got. Wm J
Mills. Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

first

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

Hedgcock,

.-

fourth

2:00 p. m

1:35 p. m
West Bound

No. 10.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W.' O. W.
hall, Sixth street, on the

For Hunt

i

...

vrr.it

every Monday evenW ,t
their hall on Sixth street All
brethren cordially Invited to visiting
attend
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers,
.
i. m. Elwood, Secretary; Karl

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L

pro-Tide-

Bids on

Meets first and third Toe'
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C. N. Donglai
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I,
each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Rg- to a

er

DID YOU

CAFE

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

'

FfPl

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
TUB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

UAH i

You Will Like

ien-dere-

'4-1-

ohe OPTIC

LOBBY

For sale cheap, used
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
but little, easy terms, call at the Lore at Woodmen of the World
ball
office of Edward &. Johnson, Pio on the second and fourth
Monday of
neer Building, E. Las Vegas.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; o. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
WHITE Wyandotte day old chicks
Local Deputy. Visltlni
Montague,
Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Humboldt, Kas,
memheri are especially welcoae and
telephone Main 330. Mrs. J. S. Dil- cordially Invited.
lon, Agent, East Las Vegas.

j

I
B

SILVER
FRENCH- REY (STERLING) FINlsH

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
FOR SALE One Rio automobile, 1912
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
car, good condition, will demon;ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
can be ob
strate. Inquire Las Vegas Auto
Pioneer building. Visiting members
and Machine Co;
tained in this city from
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
BABY CHICKS, Rhode Island Reds
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Osage City, Kansas.
.t9e
per 18 m.
2,000 lbs, or Mors, Each Del vsry, ........
per 1ft It
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery ,....-...2- 5e
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
.
per. 1SJ l&a.
..89a
200
to
......-.Each
1,003
Delivery
lbs.
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, fl
lb, 208
1S1 lk
60 lbs, to
lbs. Each Delivery
and 1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R.
Ltss
69
than
o
Pr 1 l
lbs. Each Dsllvsry
I. etrong
cockerels. C.
W. Wesner.

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PIIICES

WE Can Please YOU and

FOR

ill

SALE

mi

I

D

li
im r:r;i crncE

u

.'in

pr

AGUA PUBA COMPANY

Choice,

bright, baled
Carload lots or other-

oat straw.
wise. Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N.

111

.......4o
..w..--

May-hatche- d

M.

Natwal les, ttw Twsitg
Harvesters, Btorera, tad Distributors
Las Tejaa famasa.
Mads
Whih
Hav
at
Qualities
Lasting
OFFICE 7B1 DOUGLAS AVENUE

C3

e--

FOR SALE

l fl

,

Saturn

If
las yegaj

Seven room brick house,
best location on Seventh street; if
you want a bargain don't miss this.
Phone Purple 5351.

ANT Ad;
Are Best

FOR SALE 25 head of cows. Ad
dress Charles F. Adlon, East Las
Vegas, N. M.
SALE Hatching eggs, White
Leghorns and Indian Runner ducks.
First prize pens at county fair. Per
eettlng of 14, 1. Koogler Brothers.

Market Finders

FOR

FCf J
In armory, one sweater.
Owner can have same by Identifying and paying for this ad. J. D.
Powers.
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SOLDIER CHARGED "FRECKLES"

mllM.
ll

PUNCH

OFFENSE S

'km

BURK'S

MEMBER OF NATIONAL GUARD AT
TRINIDAD TO BE TRIED
BY COURTMARTIAL

B!

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN CO.
A BIG TWO

CARCITYSHOW

More Men, Women and Children. More Ilorses Ponies,
Dogs and Donkeys
The Largest STREET PARADE of any Theatrical Attraction
in the World

Special School Children's Matinee
Starting at 4 P. M.
Matinee Prices, all Children under 15 years of age 15c,
Adults 35c. Night Prices, $1.00, 75c, 50c

Reserved Sea.t SaJe a.t Murphey's

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

f

:

1

1

-

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

THE

CAW

UN

SATURDAY EVE. MAIL.

14

Daniel L. Martin offers The Irish Lyric Tenor

JULIUS VELIE
In
The Musical Drama Hit from Gene

Strratton-Porter-

Book

's
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angel

wessner
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freckles
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With THE ORIGINAL
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Mrs.Dunos

Trinidad, Colo., March 11. Thirty-thre- e
separate and specific charges of
misconduct and violation of the army
regulations, including serious civil
charges such as 'burglary and larceny,
assault and battery, threats and receiving stolen .goods, have been preferred against Private John A. Cross
of Company K, Colorado National
Guard, who is Iwing tried by court
martial. Cross, a former Cenver law
student and a! member of the "college
company," is being charged with
these offenses by Captain Philip Van
Cice. The court martial began yester-da!- y
at Camp San Rafael and will continue for several days. Cross Is charged with about every offense in the
military category.
Colonel Yinginfelter is presiding
over the court martial and Captain
Hildreth Frost Is acting as judge advocate. Captain Van Cise appears as
prosecuting attorney and Captain Ed
A. Smith in the defense of the soldier.
The findings - of the court martial
must be reviewed finally by Governor
Amnions, who is the commander in
chief of the national guard.
Cross is alleged to have stolen divers and sundry things such as a
winter cap, and one olive drab blanket.
He is charged with manifesting disrespect to superior officers. At Ludlow! on March 4 the private is alleged
to have' said, "I am tired of the joke
meals you have sent to me and I am
not going to work on an empty stomach. I am under the doctor's orders,
not yours." Further, he is alleged to
have said to Captain Van Cise, "I'll
if I do guard duty and work
be d- in the rifle pit."
Private Cross, it is charged, did incite other members of the company to
mutiny by inducing another private
to disobey orders, and did himself refuse to "lug coal to the guard tent."
He failed to attend to his duties at
camp, so saith the specifications.
It is charged that Private Cross did
refuse to "work," reigning sickness,
and did threaten to "shoot any man
that pointed a bayonet at him." And
Cross isi alleged to have sought to
"slip one over" on the medical corps
doctor by holding a thermometer over
a hot stove and, then putting it to his
"feverish brow" to indicate that he
was sure a "sick man."
Private Cross was absent without
leave many a time and often, according to the specifications:
Private Cross Is charged with having induced one Private Healey to desert the guard.
It is charged that he did take, steal
and carry away cigars, cigarettes and
whisky for one Pete Montelli, at Ludlow, a saloon man.
Private Cross did maliciously assault and beat Private C. Farwell, is
the text of another charge.
In sooth, Private Cross is charged
with about everything under the sun.
He appears to have been a "bad egg"
and to have been a thorn in the side
of thei officers in camp seeking to
enforce strict military discipline-Her-e
are some of the offenses with
which Cross is charged:
Behaving with disrespect toward
commanding officer, Inciting and commencing a mutiny and sedition in the
guard, absence from duty in the rifle
pit, neglect of duty to the prejudice
of good order and discipline, breach
of discipline, violent abuse of and
threats made to another private, larceny of one blanket, disobedience of
orders, absence without, leave, absence from reveille, persuading a sol
dier to desert, receiving stolen goods,
U burglary and assault and battery.
Farmers and others who live at a
distance from a drug store should keep
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
sprains and rheumatism. It Is a tpow-erfhealing and penetrating remedy.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Durg Co. Adv.

owicy

Production Intact

COMPANY-an- d

PrlcoG,QhG9,QtQO,7&6--

'

Setas Wednesday at Mvirphey's

IN SESSION

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

ATTOUNEY8

Dentlt
& HUNKER
A. Hunker. Cheater A. Hmnk

HUNKER

George

Attorney-at-L-

"Las

Vena.

New Mexl

Dental work of any description
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Blck, Tel Main 1I
East Las Vegas. New Mexico

Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladiet
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

General Massage, Hair and Sclp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Subserine for Tiie optio.

JONES-BOWER-

E.

S

MONUMENT

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS
A. JONES

IN CALGARY

Calgary, Alta., Marua 11. Several
hundred delegates assembled here today for the annual convention of the
Rural Municipalities' association of
Alberta. The sessions will continue
three days and wilt be devoted to the
consideration of a wide variety of
problems relating to the improvement
and welfare of the rural towns and
districts.

rag

y

FOR
PLAY SCHEDULED,
SATUR
DAY NIGHT IS SURE TO
SCORE A HIT

Among the. modern successes of the
American stage during the last five
years will be found many hook plays.
Fiction writers many years ago experienced great difficulty
gaining
managerial consideration for their
more or less popular dramatized versions. Those; who have read "Freckles ' will understand the dramatic post
sibilities at once, and wonder with
curious amazement whether it is pos
sible to stage the beautiful "Limber- lost" with all its atmospheric wonder-

ment

Gene Stratton-Porter- ,
responsible
for this gripping and picturesque nature story, not onjy gave unlimited
scope to the scene painter but dramatist as well.
Neil Twomey, the dramatist, has
added decided interest to her likeable
characters and where Its literary creator depicted a pen ancr ink Individual, the dramatist with the impecu-nou- s
artestry of his profession has
given ma a breathing, talking image
of those endearing personages found
in this vital play of the Indiana
swamps.
"Freckles" contains the requisite of
a successful modern theme. It is in
no way old fashioned or conventional
in treatment.
It is simply a story
of fiction made into an actuality in
which there is action, youth and vitality, the essentials in modern
play-writin-

Although certain latitudes were
taken, the dramatization follows in
detail the text of the book.
"Freckles" will be presented at the
Duncan opera house Saturday night.
Plain Truth That's Worth Money
Using Foley's Honey and Tar for a
cough or cold may save you both sickness and money. F. F. Monahan,
"I am exposed
Wis., says:
to all kinds of weather and I find Foley's Honey and Tar Compound always
fixes me up in good shape when
catch cold or have a bad cough. I
recommend it gladly." Refuse all sub
stitutes, o. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Aav.
Men-omoni-

1

TO HONOR FORMER JUDGE
..Chicago, March 11. The Independent Order of B'nai B'rith has completed arrangements for a banquet to be

given to former Judge Philip Stein tomorrow night on the occasion of his
seventieth anniversary. Mr. Stein
came to this country from Berlin in
1854. After two years he returned to
Berlin, where he took up the study of
law. After graduation he again came
to America, and was admitted to the
'bar In Milwaukee. In 1868 he came
to Chicago, and began the practice of
law. In 1892 he was elected to the
bench of the superior court, where be
served 12 years.
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
In the District Court of the United
States, for the District of New Mexico.
In the matter of
No. 130.
Aaron M. Adler,

Bankrupt.
Public notice is aereby given that
pursuant to an order of court in the
above entiled matter I will on Friday,
the thirteenth day of March, A. D.
1914, at the east door of the county
court house, In the Town of Las Vegas, county of San Miguel and state
of New Mexico, at the hour of eleven
o'clock a. m., on said day, offer for
sale and sell to the highest bidder
for cash all and singular the following described land ana real estate, to- wit:
First Piece. The north half of the
southeast quarter of Section 33, and
the west half of the southeast quarter
of Section 31, In township 17 North
Range 22 East of New Mexico Prin
cipal Meridian, containing one hun
dred and sixty acres, more or less,
Second Piece. The west halt of the
northwest quarter, and the west half
of the southwest quarter cf Section
Rang Ti
9, in township 16 North
East of New Mexico Principal Meridian, containing one hundred and sixty acres more or less.
Third piece. Iots numbered 1 and
2. and the southeast quarter of the
northeast quarter, and the northeast
quarter of the southeast quarter of
Section 4, in township 36 North Range
22 East of New Mexico Principal Meridian, containing one nundred and fifty-six
acres, more or loss.
and
The said sale will be at public auction and for cash as aforesaid and will
be made subject to the approval of
the court.
JOHN S. CLARK,
Trustee of the Estate of Aaron

t, TV

motion without suffering or Inconvent ience. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Mo
Adv.

Adler.

Bankrupt.
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pain in the side or bfwtk that
catches you when you straighten up
cell" for a nibMne application of
L1NIMKNT. It relaxes
A

the contracted muscles and permits

WANTED Clean cotton
Optio office.
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Bernice Swiss Cheese
Brick Cheese
Lirsberger Cheese
Camenibert Cheese
Brie Cheese
Sierra Cheese
Lunch Cheese
Neufchalel Cheese
Elahill Cream Cheese with Chile

He's a Bear, John

Cod Fish ia 1 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish in 2 lb. Boxes
Cod Fish Clear Middle
Small Mackerel
Large Mackerel

Sit

m

AdY.

Word was received in Las Vegas
Trees pruned see Thornhill, Pruntoday of the wedding of Miss Lucy
ing trees and fixing gardens. Phone WHherington of Kansas City to Mr. T.
Purple 5352. Adv.
Mr. and Mrs.
E. Baugh of Denver.
Baugh were married in Denver about
Silent sermon, Shadow of the Cross. a week
ago. Mrs. Baugh spent sevAdv.
eral years in Laa Vegas when a
young girl, and her mothr died in
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged this
city five years ago.
In wood. Direct "from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Ad?.

'
1

Brown.1

The eclipse of the moon that is due
Light automobile lamps at 6:34 to occur This evening probably will
o'clock this evening.
not, be seen, In Las Vegas, due to the
clouded sky. The moon is due to enOld Taylor whiskey and Sherwood ter the shadow at about 8 o'clock. ProRye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
viding the sky clears, the eclipse will
be plainly visible here.
"The Shadow of the Cross." Adv.

!

t

Mr. and Mrs. Jose G. Romero of Hi- lario are the parents of a baby dauglir
ter, bora on March 4. Mr. and Mrs.
Romero are prominent people of their
locality.

LOCAL. NEWS

IGiicford Cheese

Just received a complete line of
new style millinery. Call and get my
prices. Mrs. L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth
street. Adv.

STORE

Demacio Mares has purchased the
Buffalo saloon, on the West side. This

establishment formerly was owned by
'
Charles Greenclay.
-

The city council will meet this
evening at the city hall chambers for
All members are
a ,egularj-sef$ign.

expected

IS

JAVAJ8 DUE
eortment-- - fine colorings

As- -

patterns-a- ll
'

prices.

painting, Shadow of the
a moving picture. Adj.

The Ladies' .Aid society of the Firs t
Christian church wall meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 qjejock at the., homf
of Mrs. John Burkfo. 114 Washington
avenue,"

,,K

,,,

';
t

There, will. be a
board of directors' of
club this evening at
immediately following
dinner. All members
be present.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHILES

tcxtbipresent.

Mysterious,
Cross. Not

pirectirom the Indian Reservations-- ? L&rge

meeting of the
the Commercial
the club rooms,
the Y. M. C. A.
are requested to

Beginning with Sunday the passenger business on the Santa Fe railroad
will increase as a result of colonist
rates that will go into effect on that
day. The rate to California is $30
from Las Vegas.

1LFELD COMPANY

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

The proper place to select wall'
paper is in the room In which it Is to
be hanged. Call Main 325 and see my
new and complete line and get my
prices before buying. I will sell to
you whether I hang It or not. J. F.

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
good baker. It is a

Sackman.

Adv.

na-

"What causes It? The unexplained
Shadow of the Cross. Adv.

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, thateven
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

mystery.

Las Vegans are staying at home
closely of late, according to information received today, and travelers
from the city have been few. The
new rates that go into effect Sunday
may increase outgoing travel.
A

called communication of

Chap-

man lodge No. 2, A. F. and A. M will
be held tomorrow night at 7:30
o'clock. Work will be in the first and
third degrees. All members and visit-

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

o?e Las Vegas Roller Mills

ing brothers
present.

are requested,

to

be

Won't Guy Downing write to his
mother? Mrs. Josephine Downing of
Caney, Kan., has asked The Optlfl to
find him for her. She says she last
beard from him last November when
he was somewhere In New Mexico
She lost his address and doesn't know
where to write to him,, .,

FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES
"PEOPLE arc looking for them every day.
Use

"

The Missionary society of the First
Methodist church will meet tomorrow
afternoon with Mrs. Carscallen, 1111
National avenue. The German and

Adver- -

Hungarian Immigrant problem Is to
be discussed. Hungarian and German
music will be furnished by Mrs.
Charles O'Malley and Mrs. Mabel
Hall. The meeting will begin at 2:30
o'clock and all members are requested to attend.

your rooms in the Optic's For Rent Column

and get results

.

.

.

.

.

Burk's Big "Uncle Tom's Cabin Co."
to the Duncan opera house
Friday, March 13, matinee and night
Notwithstanding the fact that this
joair.try is the largest. o?.est and
best in all tne world playing this popular drima, the prices will be In keep-irwith the most humble purse. It
wl
met you no more to see the bis
one than it will to see '.be small one,
and if you cannot afford to see lut
cik then this is certain' the one.
is coining

g

TOE BREAD OF QUALITY
?5T?!FT
M.

A

A WF

CriT?

A

If
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VAULT

Trial Will Convince You

AND CESSPOOL

CRANING
Those desiring: work done
will please call on or phone

:ii:, Mill J L'tliii Wliiil

LU.U TORE

MARCH 11, 1914.

A.W.Patterson,

j

Las Vejjas Transfer Co.
523 Sixth Street

Phone Main 43
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ROBBED

The minors gave their ages as follows: Merencianq Vigil, 19; Telesfor
Peralta, 18. The authorities will in
vestigate this case thoroughly, as the
laws of this state prohibit minors
drinking in saloons.
Judging from the nature of the case
the robbery was planned during the
evening and carried out in perfect
order. Boles did not suspect the men
and though he had been drinking he
asserted this morning that he was not
drunk.
District Attorney Ward Is handling
the case for the state. The boys likely will be bound over to the grand
jury.

DINNER WILL OCCUR

6:30

AT

O'CLOCK

LIVERY

Not less than

60

at the dinner to be

t

.

I

IV-

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIPES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS VEGAS FORD SALES COMPANY
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A REMARKABLE

SALE OF FRAMED

""'

PICTURES

tPr

Masterpieces

1

.

J

'j

Masters

"izjfP
.:'

Your Choice For

of

the"olcT

in beautiful

Mahogany frames

.

$1.25

auFRAHED COMPLETE

s
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end REPAIRING
We

MEN ARE REQUESTED TO BE AT
THE Y. M. C A. PROMPTLY
THIS EVENING

guests are expected
given this evenM.
Y.
A. for the purC.
the
toy
ing
of announcing its policy in
pose
THREE
THOMAS
HAS
BOLES
the Montezuma and Introduc-ingire- e
WEST SIDE YOUNG MEN
international secretaries of
PLACED UNDER ARREST
the association to the"men 'of the
community., The dinner will be served at 6:30 o'clock, and al those who
District 'Attorney Charles W.
reserved plates arWftertulested to
have
G. Ward telephoned
The Optic
jo
be
present
promptly attbaxjlme. Tw
late 't'hjs ,,af.te'ijoon;,.that Merenci- or
three
may pe arranged for
plates
and .fsfj; .Tejjesfor.., Peralta and
6 o'clock for late comers.
as
as
late
'Greorlo'jtjid,. 'the. Sftung men
The gallery of the gymnasium will
who were accused of holding up
be open to ladies and any men who
Thomas Bole last night, bad ad- do not care to, partake of the "eats."
milted- their guilt and Jikely-- .
'
wm mriuwi
-would- be arraigned
UPS
once
ympnony,flfcaiir
t
.
.
n '
he.:,
1.
ml.
,i.."v
fore' Judge David J. Leahyv Vigil T .
,1.' r
wno
win
international,
segrjstanes
pleaded guilty this morning when.
are G. D. McGill of Chicago, A.
speak
4
before
Murray,
Judge
arraigned
G. Knebel of St, Louis and G. S. Bil- The other two, after a talk with
heimer of Denver. The directors of
the district attorney, decided to
the Commercial club will attend the
maka similar pleas.
dinner in, a body.
Last night about 10:30 o'clock, near
the livery stable or Ben Bruhn; on
Twelfth street, occun-ea highway
robbery, which though committed by
young men whose ages should make;
them amateurs in such work, was one
EXALTED RULER
of the most daring to occur in this
city for several years.
The persons involved in the case NUMBER 408 HONORS ONE OF ITS
are Thomas Boles, a ranchman from
YOUNGER MEMBERS
Gallegos, N. M., and Merenciano
HIGH OFFICE
Vigil, Telesfar Peralta and Gregorio
Rubio, who are accused of attacking
William H. Springer, a prominent
him. A preliminary hearing was held
young business man, was elected exthis morning in the court of Justice
alted ruler by Las Vegas 'lodge No.
Vigil was the only one of 408 at
Murray.
its regular meeting last night.
the three to plead guilty to the charge Mr.
Springer was elected by a unaniof robbery, the other two declaring
mous vote. Since joining the order
their Innocence. A hearing for these
three years ago he has taken a great
two boys was held late this afternoon.
deal of interest in the affairs of the
There is' little doubt in the minds of
Las Vegas lodge, and the Elks believe
the officers but that all three boys
they have made an excellent choice.
are guilty.
David W. Condon and W. G. Ben
Boles, the man who swore out the
who have been secretary and
jamin,
in
was
the
complaint,
Bridge bar
treasurer,
respectively, for many years
early yesterday evening and there
Charles W. G. Ward
made the acquaintance of Gregorio were
was elected esteemed leading knight,
Rubio, a prize fighter. Later he met
the other two boys, and during the Joseph Ament was chosen for esteem
course of the evening much drinking ed loyal knight and Edward J. Me
Wenie was the choice of the lodge for
occurred.
About 10 o'clock, according to the esteemed lecturing knight Halett
trustee for a
story, Boles was approached by a Raynolds was
West side officer by the name of term of three years and Harry Martin
Sandoval and searened. This was was ehosen tyler. William J. Mills,
done for the reason that Boles was the retiring exalted ruler, was named
suspected of carrying a gun. Rubio, representative of the lodge at the
according to the evidence given, stat- meeting of the grand lodge in Denver
Patrick D. McElroy was
ed that he suspected the rancher and in July.
chosen as alternate.
asked to have the search made.
rne newiy elected officers were
Immediately after this Boles with
the three men, left the saloon and appointed as a committee to make ar
endeavored to catch a street car which rangements for. the installation cerehad just passed. However, the car. monies and banquet, wnich will oc
was making Its last trip and the men cur on the evening of the second Tueswere forced to walk, starting imme- day in April. This usually is the big
diately for the East side., From the social event of local Elkdom, the time
Information received the febbery oc- when all the members In the city
"
curred Bhortly' after thls.s .:ir,
gather for a lig reunion.
According to Boles' one of tbe.tbree
men tripped him and started a fight
and In the scramble that followed
someone hit him on the head with a
weapon, which proved to be a rock
tied in a handkerchief. When Boles
was knocked down his assailants held
him and rifled his person, obtaining
a; pocketbook
containing $6 and a
watch valued at $25.
The robbery ran away after robbing
Boles, going in the direction 'of the
West side. Boles decided to look for
' ."f
officers and started for this sida The
''
night officers were notified but no
arrests were made until this morning,
when Chief of Police Coles, assisted
by Night Officer E. C. Ward and
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena, affected
the arrest of the three accused boys.
The watch taken from Boles was
v;i:eceti:,:e counts
found on the person of Vigil when he
was arrested this morning, according
There is Safety in a good
to the officers, but the money or
Watch, but there is Danger
in one that does not keep
pocketbook has not yet been found.
Rubio says that he, with the other
accurate time. We btake our
two boys, took the money and spent
reputation every watch that
it at the Bank saloon, but he had nothgoes out of our store,
ing to do with the robbery. He made
Regardless of Price
this statement as a witness.
The case caused considerable interest among the city officials today. Information obtained as to the ages of
the young men shows fiat two of
them are minors and yet
Bay
ihey were drinking at the Bridge fear.
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SEE OUR WINDOWS
Never Before Equaled inl.as Vegas
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C. JOHNSEN
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Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President..
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Halhn Raynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

issfgresf Pslsf cjs Ttsso Deposits

liLil ItJdsdb
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Flske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Skl-

ri

all vr.:i
GUARANTEED
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ITS FEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
?
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MOST HEAT. FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESA L E AND RETAIL
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